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Derailment Delays Students on First Day
Accident leaves five dead and 260 injured
By Eric Loyola
For more than half the class
to be late on the first day of
classes is hardly inspiring for
instructors whohad to come in
prior to the Labor Day week-
end. For students who had to
wait for professors, reinforced
was the veracity of that little
voice thathad told them, "Stay
horne; because everyone else
is." .
But tardiness seldom has had
a more convincing excuse and'
tragic truth behind it then on
Wednesday, August 28; a be-
ginning for those starting
school andan endfor the five of
the 260 'people injured, who
died when a downtown ffiT
No. 4 train jumped a switch .
track north of the widely used
transit hub at 14th St. Union
Bquare Station at 12:10 am.
CarryingaboutSOOpassengers
ei ther coming from or going to
work, the 10~trainderailed
ataspeed estimatedashigh as
50 mph, excessive when con-
sidered that a train should go
no more than 15 to 20.mph
according toTransitAuthority
officials.
TIle first five ears buckled
andjackknifed straight ,across
the two8Outhboundtraekstop-
pling 15 to 20 support beams.
Investigators theorize that the
front car struck a giant cylin-
drical air compressor located
between the express and local
tracks. Used in the ongoing
construction work at the sta-
tion, the heavy machinery is
believed to be the factor which
caused the car to split in two.
The second car sustaining the
heaviest damage was the third
car which "also split in two.
To the surprise of many of
the personnel involved in the
rescue efforts, which contin-
ued into the morning hours,
the front cab where motorman
Ro~rtRay fell asleep suffered
little damage. The motorman
who walked away from the
crash dazed was apprehended
ashe arrivedhomeatanapart-
ment building in the South
Bronxoverlooking the Harlem
- River. Ray admitted that he
had been drinking all 'day and
. was found to have more than
twice the state's lega11evel for .
driving' a car, waschargedwith
five counts ~f second-degree
manslaughter. He feces a
maximum prison te~ or$ to
15 ifeonvieteCL'~ ,.'
. Later in the week fecleral.in-·
vestigators determin8a' that
there was no evidence indicat-
ing that emergency brakes
were not applied by Ray nor
that they were automatically -
triggered by the emergency
brake system. A rumor that
Ray had been using drugs was
dispelled when blood-testre-
sults were released on Thurs-
day.
The morning and afternon
found Marty Gill trying to as-
certain whether Baruch -secu-
ri ty department personnel
were caught in the accident.
The associate director of the
department said, "It could be
that some ofour people getting
off'tbe 11 o'clock shift were on
the.train." The TA suspended
Lexington Ave IRT service
southbound from 59th Street
toWall Streetand northbound
servieefromWall Streetto86th
Street and molbilized 280
buses to. ~huttle passengers.
The shutt1ewas·freebutnerves
were·· taxed nonetheless be-
cause the buses could not
handle the volume ofstranded
riders. But being late, many
¥e8~.!IU.tri~ .e.oaipared
-totDefateoftbe fivewbowould
.~Y8rbe late getting hOme «
towork."·~~-~-7"-- ~__----,- _
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M.G.; That's correct.
TT: There are .students -f
that just don't belong in 001- ~
.lege, either because they were ~
wrongly passed through high ·z
. -_. -_. -~_ ... _._--_.. _- ._ .. _.__ ._~ --
school without basic skills or :E
for whatever reason, and it is ~
realistic to acknowledge that. en
(1)
"'C
-(1)
3
CT
. IT: But then why would ~
Middle States defer our. ac- -~
creditationon thatbasis.know- co
ing that it's realistic? Has ~
Baruchnot done enough in the
past, or has the school some-
how failed students who were
capable offinishingbut did not
receive adequate support ser-
vices?
3
M.G.: I can't answer that
question having not been here
at the time that the visit took
place. But I would say that
part of the problem with reten-
tion at a place like Baruch has
been the historic problem of
adequate resources for student
services. Going to college is
more than justattending col-
lege andpassing courses. It's
feeling comfortable in the in-
stitution. It's being able to
meet the faculty for guidance.
It's being able to meet with
counselors who can address
some social or psychological
problems. And it is really a
function also of people feeling
that they're wanted, and that
they feel good about them-
selves. So I think that it's
really an entire profile of what
it really requires for students
to be retained in this school. It
is not just tq.eir academic defi-
ciency. Thereis a wholehost of
social and psychological issues
andjust a caringenvironment.
All of those things have to be
included within theconstraints
.of the reality that the State of
New ¥erkae8SRetg:i¥eeAOugb
. money fOT Baruch "College to
do all of the things that it
wishes and needs to do. And
that's one. of the things that
the president is. going to have
to address knowing first that i t
needs to have its fair share of
. the amount of'dollars that is
provided -to the City Univer-
sity. That fair share must be
given toBaruch. We must work
hard to fight for those re-
sources.
But even so, we need
additional resources from
alumni, we need additional
resources from friends of the
College, we need additional
resources from institutions
whobelieve that this College is
Continued on Page 6
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tain them to the best degree
that we can-
We~re going to lose stu-
cents no matter what it is that
we do, but I think we can do
better than we have until this
time.
..
TT: How far down do we
reach? Ifa student comes into
the school and is completely
unprepared and just doesn't
belong in college, how much
can Baruch do tobringhim up?
Editorials:
Letters/ Op-eds:
Perspectives:
Sports:
Economy & Business
M.G:: I think theCollege
is well on track. I think the
College has come to peace with
Middle States, largely. I think
that Middle States is some-
thing that is behirid us now.
We have a plan to deal with a
number of the issues that
Middle States has addressed..
That plan is in the process of
beingimplemented, and I think
that Middle States is really an
old issue' at. this particular
point. I'm not going to let that,
also, distract me from moving ,
the place forward.
'IT: Do you consider their
complaints to have been legiti-
mate?
minority hiring and increasing
the pool of minority Ph.D.'s in
the field of business.
. Joyce Brown, vice chairperson
for urban studiesat CUNY,has
served as Barueh~saeting
presidentsiDeeSegallleftoftice
last year. "She is a talented .
. woman," Goldstein says of
Brown; -and was ·brought in
because at tbatpartieu1ar time
it was believed. thatshe was i
a position to help the College
along' during the transition
period."
C~n.tinuedfrom Front Page
"We need additional
reS()urcesfrom alumni, we need
additional rescurees from
friends ofthe College", we need
additional resources from
institutions which believe that
this College is worrhy of
. support: Golds.tein says.
-rhat's one ofmy major jobs."
He pointed to fundraising as
his most important challengee
aheed ashe takes on Barueh'e
presidency.
Other issues Goldstein vows
.futscldeare studentretention,
New President
1'1': Middle States did a
great deal of damage to
Baruch's reputation by defer-
ring its accreditation in 1990.
What's your plan for repairing
the damage that's been done?
M. G.: I think no matter
who would have been ap-
pointed you would have heard
those comments. If it was a
woman then she was appointed
because she's a Woman. If the
president was black, he or she
was appointed because he was
black. I can't be burdened by
that. I have a job to do. I care
about the College. Andifpeople
want to have certain percep-
tions like that, that's some-
thing they will have to deal
with. But I'm not going to be
burdened by it. I'm just going
to dothe job that I think needs
to be done.
tion as being a white male and
-Jewish, I find that inconceiv-
able in tenns ofany particular
college being associated with
any particular racial group or
anyparticularreligious group.
We are in a society in which
people have become very very
concerned and very aware of
racial issues and racism in the
City. I think it's very dysfunc-
tional forour College tobe side-
tracked by who the people are,
especially the president, what
the color of the skin or what
the sex is or what the religion
is. I think that at this particu-
lar time we need leadership,
we need somebody who's car-
ingforall the constituencies in
the College, wJ10 was a vision
for the College. Who that per- .
son is, or who his ancestors
are, really I think is not iinpor-
tant, nor should beinvolved in
the decision ofwhothat person
should be.
I think I was appointed
by the trustees because they .
believedaftera national search
that] was the appropriate per-
son to lead the College in the
years ahead. . And I believe,
and] hope, that that decision
was based not on who I am
becauseofmy name orthe color
ofmy skin or that I'm male, but
because I have the ability to
manage the College's move for-
o
. ward. . .
The Ticker: With an the
problems that Baruch is facing
now, why did you choose to
seek and accept its presidency?
The Making of an Agenda
An Interview with Matthew Goldstein
Matthew Goldstein, the
newly-appointed president of
Baruch College, spoke with
Rafael A Olmeda, Jr., editor-
in-chief of The Ticker in
Goldstein's office at the Re-
search Foundation ofthe City
University of New York.
Goldstein has served as presi-
dent of RFCUNY since- 1982,
during which time funding for
sponsored research programs
increased by $80 million. In
this interview, he discusses his
reasons for wanting to be
Baruch's president, his itiner-
ary for moving the College for-
ward, and his goals for stu-·
dents and faculty.
IT: This is a difficult
question to ask tactfully. A
numberofpeople in the Baruch
community last year felt that
the appointment of Joyce
Brown as acting president,
because she was a black
woman, was to appease orease
the racial tension that was
prevalent at the time. They
predicted at that time that the
next president would be a
white, Jewish male. La and
behold, here- you are. What
does that do to your credibility
with that significant popula-
tion ofthe Baruch community,
and how do you plan on deal-
ing with them?
M.G.: Let me deal with
Joyce first. Ican assureyou.ea
far as I know, and .I've been
involved at the highest Ievels
of this University, that the
appointment of Joyce Brown
had absolutely nothing to do
withhergenderorherethnicity
or her race. She is a talented
woman and was brought in
becauseat thatparticular time
it was believed that ahe was in
.a Position to help the College
along during the transition
'od.pen .
With respect to my posi-
Para ella el problema es la artritis: para
otro, podna ser la vista 0 simplemente
preparar sus impuestos. Lo cierto es que,
durante el pasado ario, 4rnillones de
personas recibieron ayuda gratis con sus
impuestos a traves del programa de
voluntarios del IRS.
Si usted desea ayudar, ytiene
conocimientos basicos de aritmetica, usted
tambien podria unirse al programa de
asistencia voluntaria del IRS.
Estos programas ofrecen asistencia
durante todo el ano, ynecesitan la ayuda
de empresas, organizaciones ypersonas
que, como usted, deseen devolverle algo a
la comunidad. EI entrenamiento es gratis,
yademas tendra la satisfaceion de ayudar
a otros,
Asi que, hagase voluntario llamando al
1800 829-1040.
Yayudaril a otra persona a quitarse
un pesode encima.
..
..
o
...."lla quisiera preparar
sus propios impuestos,
pero se Ie hace dificil hasta
agarrar un lapiz,
Sin su ayuda, quizas no
pueda hacerlo.
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NQIRS-91-1762-3 COL x10.5-
Volunteer Agency: McCann-Erickson
IRS Spanish
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with sufficientfunds. He said,
"Today the board oftrustees is
beingasked to do the dirty work
for the city and the state." Most
of the Baruch students who
learned about the hike as they
were on line to pay their bill
expressed relief. Said Senior
Linda Shapiro, a. psychology
major, "I don't mindit really. I
expected a lot worse." "I feel
lucky/'said Marilou Torre.
"Ccmpared tootherschools this
, ,
isn't bad." Others felt the out-
come was inevitable, that the
responsibility ultimately lied
with the students and that
many were apathetic during
the protests and takeovers.
Rohan, an upper junior and
elementary education. major:
"I don't-think enough students
got involved in the protests.
, Many acted like it was, noth-
, ing, but many can't afford it."
eluded the funds from their
budgets, 'each insisting that
other come up with 'the $23
million.'A weekafter the trust-
ees threatened to dismiss 870
instructors, the city restored
$19 million toCUNYwith most
of it coming from a repaid tax
abatement of$14 million from'
the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company. Aspokes-
manfor MayorDinkins,Leland
T. Jones made it clear that the
city was picking up the bill for
oneyearonlyandthatthe same
featwouldnotberepeated. The
courses offered at the colleges
are uniquetothose schoolsand
would represent a severe loss
to the 8000 students currently
benefitting from the programs.
Jean C. LaMarre, head of
CUNY's University Student
Senateand a trusteecriticized
both Mayor Dinkins and Gov.
CuomofornotprovidingCUNY
Student harassesCUNY Trustee, William 'Bel Judas _
the protesters who called him
a f-king a-hole. They told
the cops, "Don't protect this'
man, this man sold you and
the city out!" Most of the pro-
testers were with Students for
Educational .Rights (SER), a
studentadvocacy group. Other
board memebers include ex-
ecutives from financial con-s-
cerns such as Fleet-Norstar,
Gruntal, Precision Equities,
and the Bank of Credit and
Commerce (N.Y.).
The trustees, a body ap- '
pointed primarily by Gov.
ComoandMayorDinkins,hon-
ored Reynold's request for a
state of financial exigency to
be declared for John Jay Col- ,
legeofCriminalJustiee inneed
of $3.5 million and New York
City Technical College, which
needed $19.5 million for their
two-year associate degree pro-
grams. The city and state ex-
------ "--- -' .. - ... ---------------------------_._-
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Jewish Students Rally At Gracie Mansion
7
By Jonathan Loring , ;:, - Why haven't all of those incite a riot."
.. _...Rep~seDhJtjvesaf Ba'rl1clL__ -I..~.p.gnsible for, murderi~29.. ~_.!!! reference_~_the ~ayor's
-COUege- faeu-}ty -and-student· ·year.dd. Yankel·Ro9s£mbaum , . handling_of'th~_~tua#on seiL---:
body joined hundreds ofother been arrested? . ' , D'Amatosai~"Noonehasever
Jewish protesters outside -Why did Mayor Dinkins said thet the mayor isn't e nice
Gracie Mansion on Sunday, order police not to use all their person. ButIwantyoutoknow
Sept. 1 to protest what they power to protest Jewish resi- that heine- a nice oerson isn't
sawasMayorDavidN.Dinkins dents ofCrownHeights during good enough when 'lives are
lack of proper response to the the first three days of rioting? being taken and when people
various Crown Heights inci- -Why has Mayor Dinkins are under attack. Unfortu-
dents that have ocurred in the not ordered the arrest ofthose nately, Mr. Mayor, you are
last two weeks. agitators inciting violence, ra- more concemed with politics
At the rally, a prominent cial hatred and anti-Semitism than doing the right thing."
member ofBaruch'sstaff, who against the Jewish commu- After the speech, the Sena-
demanded anonymity, dis- nity? tor said that he was off to dis-
cussed why she helped in the - Why does Mayor Dinkins cuss the possibility of using
organization ofthis rally. She continue to negotiate with federal marshals to arrest
mentioned that in light of the those who are responsible for those who violated the civil
lack of response from federal, racial violence and hatred? rights of others with U.S.' At-
state and city leadera.the-Iew- Mr. Hikind summed up the torney AndrewJ.Maloney
ish people must take on those position of the Jewish commu- Three students, all'
who attack them. She had a nity as he saw it, "We are very active in Baruch's Hillel club,
cynicalchallengeforBlackpoli- consistent. We in the Jewish MarcoHabert.Bharon Samson
ticians, professorsand student Community and in' the New and Yitz Wernick made these
leaders. "Where areour Broth- York community, we don't comments at the rally.
ers and Sisters as they .are want to tolerate racial hatred, Replied Habert, !%eDinkins
called. They shouldbeouthere bigotry, anti-Semitism. And Administration decision to al-»
with us demanding what is we will be the first to condemn low the crowd to vent its anger
right. it by name. And we want the during the first three days of
Bernard Gevertzman, assis- Mayor to do the same thing." the riot, instead of putting a
tant registrar, harbored on the Various other prominent quick stop to it, is an irrespon-
lack of support from the Afri- Rahbisfrom the NewYork area sible and unforgivable. It di-
can-American community. and Assemblyman Alan rectlylinkshim to the murder
"TheJewish people felt a great Hevesi (D-Queens), discussed of YankeI Rosenbaum."
disappointment that our black what 'the proper response(s) Said Samson, "Dinkins re-
brothers and sisters did not that the Jewish community fusal to denounce Sharpton,
joinus in this rally to demand shouldtake. The crowd saved Carson and Maddox, shows a
justice from our mayor. Law- its loudest applause for when lack of integrity on his part."
abiding people, regardless of Sen. AlfonseD'Amato(R-N.Y.) Perhaps Wernick, was able
color, must unite and demand 'addressed them. to summarize why the group
a just society otherwise New The Senator accused Mayor felttheneedtorally. "TheBlack
York City is doomed 4 " Dinkins ofbeing too much ofa community in Crown Heights
Led by Assemblyman Dov nice guy and not being tough, has said' that Hasidim have
Hikind (D-Brooklyn), a group enough against the eontrover- received preferential treat-
calling itself the United Jew- sial, self-proclaimed African- ment.lfthat'strue, theyshould
ish Coalition (UJC) sponsored American leadership of the go to the authorities and not
the rally.on the corner ofEast Crown Heights incidents. "It's take out their aggr~sionon
88th Street and East End Av- time that we took on the racial innocentpeople. We are here
enue. Theycalledon theMayor racketeers and put them outof today to get help from the au-
to respond to the following business. Noone has the right thorities on these matters,"
questions: to come into a community and
•
here.
.'
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Trustees Approve
Second Tuition Hike
This Year
--
By Eric Loyola to close a gap of72.2 million in
In the second voted increase the community college budget
"in 12 months, Baruch's tuition and a $64 million gap in. the
was, raised to $1,850 a year by senior college budget.
the board of trustees of the The materialization of the
City UniversityofNew York at increase was as much feared
their meeting on August 1st as as it was foreseen by the rna-
students protested loudly out- jority of CUNY's 200,000 stu-
side 535 E. 80th St., CUNY dents some of which took over
headquarters. ,buildings in several of the 21
In a decisive 12 to 2 vote, campuses resulting in class
tuition at CUNl"s senior col- cancellations and curriculums
leges went up by $400 a year that extended into the early
and by $300 a year at its seven part of the summer. After the'
community colleges. Includ- meetingthe protestors walked
ingthe $50 activity fee, Baruch'" alongside board members as
students paid $975 for the se- they were escorted by police
mester or paid $400 with the officers from the 19th precinct
deferred balance due on Sept. to their chauffeured sedans
12. double parked on East End
CUNY Chancellor W. Ann Ave. William Bel Judas, former
Reynolds was ofthe samemind . council to Gov. Mario Cuomo
with CUNY officials who in- and currently a vice-president
sisted that the increases were at American Express was
legislativemandatesnecessary cursed to his face by several of
She's
get this
icker Out!
..... '
ing the forseen virtues of the
system. But a smirk erases
the semblance as he goes on.
"Ifit's a nice <layout and halfof
them don't decide to come in at
the same time; and the eleva-
tors are all working fine."
Additional Reporting by
Karen Sbaschnig
white-collar crime on Wall
Street. Levine paid a $362,000
fine, turned over his insider-
trading profits earned in the
period between 1980 and 1985
to the SEC and served a 17
,month prison sentence.
In his order Judge Owen said
that he wassyrn pathetic to
Levine and that the plan for
distributing the setflernent
fund represented an attempt
to resolve the issue ofthe IRS's
claim without going into liti-
gation. The judge also stated
in his order that Levine was
concerned thatifthe IRS failed
to satisfy all their claims from
the available settlement funds,
it would take years to settle
additional tax liabilities, dur-
ing which interest would con-
, tinue to accrue.
Prior to a hearing on Sept.
30, the parties must meet to
negotiate a settlement of the
IRS claims before the SECfiles
anew distribution plan. Levine
could not be reached for com-
ment and his attorney refused
to talk. '
ing to slow it down. Initially
we can buymovable turnstiles;
start with two, naturally, and
see what the flow is and if the
flow isn't fast enough we'll in-
stall a third and so on," she
said.
"It might work effectively,"
said one insider who seemed to
be goingintoalongpitch exalt-
IRS Claim Could
Wipe Out Levine Fund
By Eric Loyola
Defrauded investors of
Baruch alumnus Dennis
Levine maybe left saying, "Are
we having funds yet?" once
more. Levine's $13.5 million
insider-trading settlement
fund may be wiped out by a
15.4 minion tax claim filed by
the Internal Revenue Service.
A federal judge rejected a
third proposal from the Secu-
rities and Exchange Commis-
sion for fund distribution which
would entitle the IRS to 76
percent because only a portion
of the their claim would have
been covered. Two years ago a
federal appeals court ruled that
the fund be used to pay taxes
as well as defrauded investors.
Judge Owen noted that the
distribution plan would have
left Levine liable for millions
in back taxes.
-. In 1985, Levine's arrest and
subsequent plea of guilty to
insider trading, income tax
evasion and perjury provided
the impetus for the
government's investigation of
effectrvely relegating into
obsolence the need to have af-
fixed a separate adhesive bar
code. But despite its versatil-
ity and modernity the true test
of the card will bein its ability
to encourage quick entrance
and egress. Mikulsky main-
tains that apart from creating
a safer environmentandhence
improving the quality of life
for all faculty and studentry,
the whole point ofit is to speed
access into the building. "It
wouldn't be done ifit were go-
cuit panic buttons."
The new cards are expected
to fill a number of needs. It is
speculation that the cards will
be used by students, instead of
the present "Copier Accoun-
tant" card, to pay for copies; it
is fact that the magstripe will
be used toborrowlibrarybooks,
The New 1.0. cards will resemble thismodel.
_Baruch Students to Get
Q)
.:x~ New I.D. System
y-
O)
0) Continued from Front Page
~ the present system that the
~ registrar had was old and
~ delapidatedandtheywerehav-
~ ing difficulty getting parts for
a it." The registrar office will do
~ away with its dated machines
and acquire a new "badge issu-
ance center," though not cour-
tesy of the New' York State
Dormitory Authority which is
providing the funds to buy the
security devices in site ",f\."
~e cannot payfor the imple-
mentation ofthe system on the
current campus with site "A"
money. We just have to find
some of the funds to do the
implementation at some ofour
other locations," Mikulsky ex-
plains. The cost -of Tomsed's
stainless steel turnstiles
ranges from $1,200 to $1,850
for a model with optional two-
way control that keeps people
in as well as out. The handi-
capped gate costs $1,650. The
Linx computer hardware will
cost about $1,500 perwith the
total cost per substation, in-
cluding the Loronix peripher- .
als, coming in at $20,000. The
dorm authority will, however,
pay for the additional security
devices of site "A." "The com-
puter centers will have access
systems for the doors and even
the bathroomswill require card
access," said Mikulsky. Asso-
ciate DirectorofSecurityMarty
Gill said, "The stairwells ofthe
new building win have voice-
activatedpanicalarms and the
bathrooms will have open-cir-
~
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My name is How will you be problem and we have It is very impor- hesitate to stop by our
Lavonda M. Davis and affected if it contin- to make sure that this tant for all students. office. located in the
I am your 1991-1992 ues increase? doesn't happen again. to get involved and be 22nd street building.
President Day Session We can't allow this to aware of what's hap- in room 409 or call us
Student Government Like many of go on semester after penmg in the school. at (212) 387-1185. We
(D.S.S.G). First I you. we are extremely semester. As Prest- Therefore, I would like also have open meet-
would like to welcome concerned about the dent of the Day Ses- to extend an invitation ings every Thursday
all incoming freshmen issues affecting sion Student Govem- to all students from durtng club hours. If
and welcome back all Baruch College and ment, I will take a freshmen to seniors you have any ideas or
other Baruch stu- CUNY. One of the leading role in our who are interested in suggestions you can
dents. biggest problems we efforts to stabilize joining the Day Ses- write them out and
have today is the $200 tuition. ston Student Govern- place them in a
Baruch College tuition increase. mente We have many D.S.S.G suggestion
now has a new Prest- Many students have This year D.S.S.G. committees that would box located in the
dent. Matthew been victimized by will make a positive welcome new members lobbies of all the
GOldstein. bay Ses- this increase because ehange and we hope and we need con- buildings.
ston Student Govem- it was pushed through that YOU will be a cerned students who
ment would like to at the last possible part of that change. are willing to work to We would like
welcome our incoming moment. How did help solve student to thank all of those
President and is look- the sudden $200 This year the issues. that helped support us
tng forward to working tuition increase D.S.S.G. plans to during the elections
together with Prest- affect you? How will continue to provide So why don't.you and hope to gain the
dent Goldstein and the ,you be q[fected if it leadership in address- stop by to see what support of others.
administration to continues to in- mg student needs. your government is
insure student priori- crease? An addi- confronting student doing for you!!! Once again.j
J ties are carefully tional increase has not problems and improv- welcome back and we
r examined. been passed but. what ing student relation- Ifyou~ inter- wish you the best ofl
t can we do to collec- ships with the numer- ested in particIPating luck this upcoming
I tively insure that there DUS facets ofthe in D.S.S.G or if you year.
How did the sudden will no longer be any college. However. we would like to know ~
....~no tuition in- tuition increases? can not do this with- how the government
C~ affect you? This a very serious out your help. - operates please do not
...: ..
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happen to be Jewish does not ~
make a critic of this behavior .
anti-semitic or racist. Dr.
Jeffries explained it this way, .
"Let's talk about every slave
ship being blessed by a Protes-
tantministerorCatholicpriest.
Let's talk about Danes, the
Dutch, the Portuguese, the··
French, the Scots, the Swedes,
the Brandenberg Gennans
that were involved in slavery
for hundreds of years- Jews
andGentiles, Arabsand Chris-
tians. Let's not just say that
Africans sold Africans into sla-
very."
This indictment is against
the entire western world, early
Arab traders and other Afri-
cans. He does not specify only
Jews as perpetrators. In an-
other part of his dissertation
he lam hasted Hollywood, and
once again the fact that people'
who happened to be Jewish
were in charge is, in my view,
incidental They could have
been Protestant or Catholic or
Pagan, but more importantly
they belonged. to a select class:
rich, powerful whites. These
Continued on page 12 .
OP-EDS
spoke out against several oth-
ers, and charges against him
ofbeingracistand anti-Semitic
probably have more to do with
the topic he was discussing, a
Curriculum of Inclusion, than
anything else.
The core of the speech dealt
with the fact that rich, privi-
leged Caucasianshave system-
atically kept persons of Afri-
can descent -in a subservient
role, and now that attempts
are being made to give them a
more factual reflection oftheir
history this is also being de-
nied. Thisisindisputable,and
because some of these people
"Rich privileged
Caucasians have
systematically kept
persons ofAfrican
descent in a
subservient role"
I
Ij~--,r
READ My
t,'P5 --
No
NEVi
..
tUEAS
~
V-tSierra q4ql
By Dela'ndro C~Wilson
"The material Dr. Jeffries is
presenting is hardly new. It
has been written in books by
other scholars, includingJew-
ish and Italian scholars. It is
even alluded to in the film The
Godfather'; which showed the
connection between the Mafia
and certain Hollywood moguls
who at the time were almost
entirely Jewish particularly
Russian Jewish," Professor
William Loren Katz of NYU,
as said in the Amsterdam
News. He wasreferring to now
celebrated quotes excerpted
from a speech -the theme of
which was the Curriculum of
Inclusion- given by Professor
LeonardJetTeries, chairman of
the African Studies Depart-
ment at City College CUNY
during a cultural festival in
Albany. After reading the
speech I· am surprised that
there has been so much rancor
and outrage by Governor
Cuomo, SenatorD'Amato, Edu-
cation CommissionerSobol and
numerousotherprominentciti-
zens. Dr. Jeffries certainly
criticized Jews but he also
en
CD
.Offthe Cuff l
a
A Question of Anti-Semitism;
The opinions expressed on Ihe Op-Ed~areJ~~otth8.individual writers. ·anddo not
necessarily ~epreseht t~ .opi~ns of ·The_rl(:ke"~·staft T1Je TICker ace8ptsonty
typewritten.~~ si9iled opiniOn'~s ·Ofndt'.~re·tilJt~750wo«kfrom BarUch'eoDege .
students. PublicatlOl1 of Op-Eds IS·COntingerluponanedilorialboaRtvote~.Letters IMJstbe
.no more than.35G words~ .signed. Name*-wiKbe withheld uporl iequest.·:·Addiess aU
pieces to the Op-Ed Editor.
Concerned Graduate Students
for
It's All Right,
You too can write
137 E. 22 Street Room 301F
New York, NY l00{O .
The Ticker
Here Comes the Ice (People)
Here Comes the Sun (People)
LETTERS
(Writer's name withheld by request)
Can't the SBPA Do
Some Planning?
Sincerely,
Dear Dean Connelly,
Having just seen the tentative schedule of classes for the fall
semester, we are once again deeply troubled. In many cases,
classes which are essential to graduate students are not offered
or are in conflict with one another.
Particularly affectedare those who specialize in accountancy,
which seem tobe a goodmany. Thereareatleast five accounting
classes which are in conflict. All of these classes are taughtby
different members of the faculty. As such, the excuse can't be
offered that there aren'tenough instructors. Ifthere are enough .
instructors and there is enough money to offer the classes, why
can't they be scheduled reasonably? What lesson are we to
observe if the administration ofa business school can't perform
as simple a task as class scheduling without any problems? Do
you really feel that you are in a position to convey knowledge
when at your root you lack the basic commonsense to perform
this simple task? Whyd()you-continue to accept graduate school
applicants when thosealready enrolled in the various programs
can't graduate?
We who attend graduate school have an agenda. This agenda
primarily focuses on obtaining a degree which will allow our-
selves to be marketable to business and government. In essence,
to better our lives through an improvement in our economic
status. This agendais iha,t ofamajority ofboth full and par:t-.
time students. Yes, we also want an education, but not at the
price of an impoverished existence.
The mission of the City University ofNew York has tradition-
ally to provide an affordable quality education to the city's lower
and moderate income citizens. Logically the sooner this educa-
tion is provided the sooner these citizens can start bettering
themselves financially. Under Baruch's current system most
full-time students can't finish their degrees in two years ( asis
virtually guaranteed b)T every other accredited graduate busi-
ness program in- the country). Forget about even discussing
part-time students.
Something is fundamentally wrong with Baruch's current /lsys~m; perhaps it~h()l1ldbecome a case study ~or!ourb.Usiness, f!!!!. c;-. b
policy c~ur~~ _Until )'011 reform the system, nd It of the petty ~ ~J-_.._-- ,'.
;political ~onsense that precludes i~~ctorsfr~m being ~ld.,_ . ,:.-1 . .... 0 ~. <; ..,,,'
when they should teach, you will eontmue ~ be an element of .~,--rr, ...'. I r;::tt;j::::) .~~~7~~~.~-~~~._:.~·~~~.• -------:::;~~~=n~=:'~~b~~:r:iv~~~~~=:'; / ~lYlblft"t\\I:tH ".~,_ ..... -. - .
businesshas always been innovation, it's tim.eyoushowedsome. ? t\)~1' .~§74;Jjl~/:3:7
If space is a problem, consider some early ~orning classes, or \\Allfi\ r-:::J (, . ·1--- ~ JIkiJ~
even Saturday classes, If you find the WIn to address the 'Wtr'U \...1'~ t..'\.-~'."'~
problem, we are confident it can be solved. Take a look at some @~ IE ~O/)... _."7\ .ofthehi.ghpriCedi~Stitll~o~s.,Wh~rethevoiceofstude?~means ~IAiFJN\ r:\ ~ 'OAfE57Jz'r-A7l C -.,--. .
something(noone In theirnghtmind would pay the twtion these .~L~If\.l 1. '- .tr~N/)A ---......_--
institutions charge andacceptBaruch's poor delivery ofservice), . . - f
and see how theyare able tomove students through in twoyears. ;
We challenge you to address the ills in the system and make I . t\ DV '
the whole enterprise more tolerable for all parties involved. wOlJL11 1\ W t
IGA\WST ~,
G.~ORG-£ BuSW, ~
BUT I CAN '1'5f'E l
~,",£R.E HE·~ t
VUlW£R~\-E .
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istration.
But in order for this to happen, the stu-
dents of this College have to be vocal. We
cannot allow a privileged few students to
speak for the rrrajozi'ty. What we :must do is
let Goldstein know, publicly, what we think The Ticker is published
needs to be dorie. To a certain extent this bi-weekly, seven times a
task is the responsibility· of the student semester, by The Ticker
govern:ment and the student :media. But editorial staff at 137 E.
othershavebeen spreading a message across 22ndStreet, New -York,
Baruch, others who feel that there are is- N.Y. 10010, Room 301F.
s'ues involving equity here that the College All. work except printing
h :£ il d ddr h is done, by Baruch
as a. e to a ess in t e past except with undergraduate and
rheto~c. . graduate students. All
It IS up to Matthew Goldstein to listen typed and signed
attentively to the needs of those students contributionsand letters
and faculty. We don't expect' miracles, but are welcomed, and
Mr. President, we expect action. We chal- should be mailed to the
lengeyou to have an open door policy with above address. Our
the students ofthe College you have chosen office Is opened during
to serve. We challenge you to attend the regUlar. school hours.
numerous open forums that are held in the Any display advertising
. if·... questions should beco~gyear (and there 1.S any fmrness m directed to th
. this school, forums and speakouts will take AdvenlSlngManage:
place?, and to not only .listen to us; but to Business Manager 0;
contribute toward a solutaon to the prob- Managing Editor at
lems _which plague us at this school. (212) 387-1182.
Sixteen thousand students depend on you,
President Goldstein. God Be With· You.
EDITORIALS
The Cost of Going With the Flow
10
After a national search, the board oftrust-
ees of the City University of New York has
chosen Matthew Goldstein, a highly-quali-
fied adIninistrator and statistician~to lead
Baruch College.· The days ofJoel Segall are
behindus, as are the days ofJoyce F. Brown,
who served as acting president during the
past year.
Goldstein cornea to the hem of a college
that is an oasis in an urban desert. At
Baruch College, no rnsrttez- who you are and
no matter what your background is, you will
be treate-d fairly and equitably by a caring,
sensitive faculty andjadmirrista-ation. The
support services which are offered at tins
school are nothing short of the best,. and
Illany a student has been helped ther~by..
It's an easy job.
Yeah right.
Let's not serve Goldstein the same b.s.
that his predecessors tried to feed us. Let's
notlaud ourCollegeto the skieswhile ignor-
ing the basic problems ofstudent retention,
inadequate support services and
nonrepresentative faculty. Let's meet the
challengeup front. Wecan't expectmiracles
from anyone, no matter who comes in as
president. Butwhatwecan expectasBaruch
studentsistobetreatedfairlybyo~admin-
Matthew Goldstein's Chaflenge-s-And Ours
•
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Ea The differences betweenrealityandperceivedvalue. was installed to curb thefts and reduce the need for
.~ If the proposed security system were meant mainly 24· hour manned posts. At a savings of nearly
to enhance the appearance ofBaruch, a palliative for $30,000 a year, the latter wasthe argument that
thewhimofinstitutionalself-consciousnesstomodify truly sold the system. Mind you, this from a school
its image of being a decent business school that's whospent$60,000 on balloons for its commencement
financially strapped at the moment like the rest of . day celebration. The value of the system has been
the public Ivy,then it's a good idea. If the students diminished and made dubious by th.e increase in
acknowledge the need for itand approve. The school thefts that the school, particularly the Tisch School
needs .something to feel good about. A shopping of Business, has experienced. Staunch denials
spree for flashy security equipment may just be the peppered with mock sincerity are forthcoming from
moraleboosterforBaruch'-Newwindowdressingin the security department; they seem honest and
all our lobbies will lend the school a professional crystal clear but the truth is refracted once it passes
atmosphere; somethingthe the School ofContinuing through "management." But police reports don't lie
Studies can use inits eight-page advertisingsupple- about the truly unimportant things. The frequency
m.ents, like the one it ran in the Sunday Times two of foot patrols and the number of security officers
weeks. engaged in that activity has multiplied rendering
But if security is the excuse for this system then the system superfluous.
perhaps it would behoove the decision makers in- Responsible personnel can not by equipment be
volved in the project to consider New York Univer- replaced no matter. how sophisticated the devices.
sity. The proposed security system maybe new to Theplaceofsecuritytechnologyistosupplementthe
CUNYbut old hat for private universities that enjoy efforts of security personnel. Fortunately the turn-
a greater liquidity. Remember, ours is the school stiles, which mlrny think could hamper speedy ac-
that stopped mass printings ofclosed course sheets cess to the buildings, will need constant monitoring.
to save paper, both the white one-ply type and the It's fine and good that the purse of the New York
legal tender type. To facilitate faculty entry into State Dormitory Authority is open to us during the
their buildings after hours, NYU has an access card . construction ofthe new facilities. And installing the
system similar to the one planned for the Academic new systems in the existing buildings is simply a
Computer Center and the restrooms of the site "A" matter of finding the funds said the campus plan-
facility, as the25thSt.building in progressisknown. ning director. Before any of our tuition. money is
It's not unusual for workaholic professors to use the spent on some fancy show piece wouldn't it be nice,
word processor in their office at 2:00 in the morning for the sake ofchange and courtesy, to consult with
on a week day or show their dates where they work the students who had to pay an extra $200 to get less
on weekends. . for more this semester? Just maybe we have some-
The effectiveness of the system at NYU is hard to thing intelligent and insightful to say about where
ascertain.. pependingwJ;richpretextis used tojustify our money should be spent. To their perception it is
the sys·iem~-.the aiiswers-'from ·taCU1ty anc;lsecilri.ty. -v81uable.-Btitm·reatity~-isit rea.l1y-w(jrth.:it-~us?·
personnel range from poor to good, with security less How about it Baruchians? What do you think ofthis
candid given the pressure that the administration "way of the future" and its accompanying costs?
exerts on the embattled department. The system
to only talk about the Jews. That's
" something that, when I saw it, I asked
why he was focusing on that one group
when he said he wouldfoeus on all the
others? Secondly, his references to Dr.
(Diane) Ravitch (Assistant Secretary
of U.S. Department of Education) are,
to put it mildly, derisive I think.
Whenever he refers to her, it's "Miss
Daisy" or he does that funny voice that
we saw, or he says "debonair racist"
and"Texas Jew." He can't seem to refer
to her with a straight face. Is that just
part of his speech? I think something
like thatsaysmore about a person than
his theories on the slave trade.
".../ make this point to
emphasize that ifDr.
Jeffries had chosen the
style that you prefer, and
had used the language
that you prefer, then he
wouldn't be getting all
this press. His message
would never get out."
D. S.: Well, you see, what Dr. Jeffries is
doing, andhis workandhis intellectual
inquiries are not solely' about
Hollywood, arenot solelyabout slavery.
Dr. Jeffries, as anylegitimatehistorian-
ought tobe about, is concernE7d with all
ofthe forces thathave servedtooppress
people of African descent worldwide.
To illuminate these forces and to help
people of African descent understand
how they have been systematically
marginalized and distorted. This is
very important work. It so.happens
tJ:1at wlt,en ~enames th~namesofsom~.
groups.or. Soni.e.peo¢ethat.~ve:been
involvedin this, then he's beingcharged
with being a racist. He has been
descriptive, in most instances, ofwhat
happened, and there is substantial
documentation. As I've pointed out,
much ofthis documentation is done by
R.O.: I personally, ifit weren't for that
last statement, I would say that the
motive is a very important thing to
consider. It's very different to say that
a person is offering a very negative
racial stereotype because he's trying to
wipe you out, than to say that that
person is giving a negative racial
stereotype because he's just ignorant
and he has no better way of describing
you or describing me. It's a very
different thing, in my opinion.
Jewish scholars themselves. I would
not characterize Dr. Jeffries and his
work as anti-Semitic. I would-say that
what he's trying to do is provide a basis
for psychological, social and economic
liberation ofAfrican people.
R.O.: So you don't think Jeffries, when
he says those things the Jews and
Italians withregard to Hollywood, that
he's trying to get behind their motives
at all, he's just looking at the overt
actions.
... '
RafaelA: Olmeda, Jr.: I think the best
place to start is just to ask what you
think is behind the controversy
surroundingJeffries and the comments
that he made in the July 20 speech.
The following is the transcript ofan
interoieio with Donald H. Smith,
chairman of the Department of
Education at Baruch College, on the
recent controversy surrounding the
comments made by Leonard Jeffries,
professor of Black Studies at City
College. Jeffries' July 20 speech at the
Empire State Black Arts and Cultural
Festival in Albany has drawn criticism
and charges that he is anti-Semitic.
The interview was conducted by Rafael
A Olmeda, Jr., editor-in-chief of The
Ticker.
\
Baruch's Education
Department Chair
Applauds CitJicottege"
Professor's Scholarship
In °DefenseofDr.LeonardJeffries
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"The children in
turn, having
inherited nothing
from their parents,
are in a state
ofrebellion
against them"
their family, so much so that
they leave their family and go
in opposite directions.
Wake up you mighty lions.
Your creatorcreatedthe world
in six days, and in the seventh
He rested. In your evolution
you have been triedand tested
for six thousand years- so that
your dormant spiritual faeul-
ti~smaybe~~!iya~~IJ}_Qr.<:l~r." '
to rest in the seventh thou- "
sandth yearin a nature-based
civilization (the "Garden of
Paradise" of the holy scrip-
tures), you must stand up and
face the coming mill ennium of
global change. This world is
quicklyfadingrightbeforeyour
blinded eyes.
The final hour is dark in-
deed. It is so dark that minions
of oppressed people die every
day because they 'cannot find
their way in this dark hour of
the night. But we have been
blessed with a Moon that gives
light to those with the proper
eyesight. This light is a reflec-
tion of the sun, that brilliant
star thatawaits.uson the other
side ofour home planet, which
is our true destination in this
life. There, we will be enligltt~
ened withan EternalLight that
will raise spiritua1 seeds from
the Earth and bring forth life
on the day ofresurrection; the'
same seeds that needs to
awaken in us, the children of
the sun. Peace.
despair because the work that
their hands have labored is
increasingly amounting to
nothing as the cost ofliving is
risingbeyond theirheads. The
children in turn, having inher-
ited nothing from their par-
ents, are in a state ofrebellion
against them. They spend most
oftheir time outside their fam-
ily and accept guidance from
none other than the nostile
, "
commercial environment that
promises them joy from an
immoral lifestyle. Whenever
their souls call for emotional
support, they produce their
own children, whether theycan
afford it or not.
Looking at the deep corners .
of the cities, I see fathers get-
ting high and drunk because
they can't enjoy the natural
highness of Iife. They have
been robbed of their manhood
by not being able to provide for
By Newton Brunache the new day of freedom, jus-
Evil has permeated our at- tice, and equality begins. The
mosphere. Born out ofyears of holy scriptures brought to us
senseless bloodshed, thescav- bytheencientrnasters ofwis-
enging of a few on the belong- dom clearly describe us in the
ingofthemany, and thefabri- final hour as we now experi-
catedworldthatisoutoftouch ence it; as mighty lions of the
with nature, it has entered the tropical savannahs loeked ina
minds of women and men and cage and brought toa spiritu-
~as created unlimited discord any cold land to perform tricks
in society. Just as electricity is for our masters in a circus ring.
an invrsibleforce thatneeds a . They haveswallowedthekey
conductor tocarry outitspower to the cage and only feed us '
and produce resul ts in the form crumbsofftheir table toeat. So
of electrical machinery, the when we receive those crumbs,
unnatural force ofevil has dif- we fight each other with claws
fused itself into a small but and fangs over them, while our
highly aggressive segment of masters laugh at us because
thehuman population; a people they collect ,the money from
who have only known war and the audience and enrich them-
conflict for six thousand years selves in the process.
ofrecorded history. As the minute hand travels
Countdown to the year two around the clock of evolution,
thousand. The historical time' propelled by an eternal bat-
is now 11:51 p.m. There are tery that never needs recharg-
only nine minutes left before ing, I see mothers crying in
-_'--.
New York ~"y '0016
New- York City
School Volunteer Progrom, Inc.
Q)r-------------------------:---------------:-------:---------:---------:------,
~
~ How Can We Achieve Peace In Crown Heights?
m
m
~
~ Recent events in the Crown Heights section of Brooklyn have highlighted racial tension in New Yor~ City once
~ again. Rev. AI Sharpton, that beacon ofhope, is once again making headlines with his entourage, demanding the
~ prosecution of the Hasidic driver who struck and killed young Gavin Cato. .
g. . The Jewish community is equally outraged at the murder ofYankeI Rosenbaum, who was stabbed to death by
(J) I' two blacks during the riots that ensued in the days following the fateful accident. Black and white civic leaders,
I Cato's family, and the Jewish community now cry out for peace, but how? What issues are to be addressed, and who-
Ishould address them? -- '. . .
, The Ticker wants to hear what you think can be done to achieve peace In Crown Heights, Just drop a letter to
us at the address beiow*. We will print your responses in a special section. Whether you're a student, administrator,
or someone who suddenly found this paper in your lap by divine intervention, we care about what you think.
Let us 'know. '
The Revolutionary Generation
Counting Down to the Year 2000
PEACE IN CROWN HEIGHTS
The Ticker
137 E. 22 St.
New York, NY 10010
*all submissions must be typed and signed.
or just drop your letter ofT in room 30lF in the Student Center
12
~':.. Jeffries and Anti-Semitism~ Continued from Page 11 effort to keep people ignorant the people who rose out of sla-B_.___ School are his words, "Foryears-and I of certain basic truths. The very and etched their contri-~ a ............ grew upas youngster just like level ofaw~nessin predomi- bution tothisgreatnationrnust
WUlunteer IIWMWIJ you did, going to movies where nantly white neighborhoods be properly acknowledged.Cal 212-213-3370 the African peoples were com- and schools is woefully inad- Africans have been inventors
pletelydenigrated. That was a equate and educators for the ofanumbersofeverydayitems
conspiracy.... outof'Hollywood, most part seem unwilling to and collaborated on several
where peoplecalled Greenberg teach their students about the others, but the system would
andWeisbergandTriglianiand rich diversity. It is not make us believe that we are
whatnot- it's not anti-Semitic little more thatcriminals, tem-
tomention who developed Hol- "This indictment. peramentalsportsmen/women
lywood. Their names are there and simple riffraff. How can a
-MGM: Metro-Goldwyn- is against the people who worked on pyra-
Mayer, Adolp Zukor, Fox" entire Western mids, lectured on philosophy
This criticism is valid and and mathematics to the
has _been made several times world early Arab Greeks, who compounded
by people of all races and 00- ., medicines and ointments to
liefs. Why then victimize this traders, and other heal their sick, who travelled
latest critic? I am critical of the high seas to explore other
AI tricans."what I consider to be a hypo- LJ I lands and much more, be now
critical attitude by the politi- relegated to the role of mere
cians and academics. In New unamerican to show students vagabonds.
York many important public how ingenious many Native I cannot speak to the ques-
and private citizens happen to American tribes were and the tion of any inherent anti-
be Jewish and to be critical of invaluable contributions they SemitismonDr.Jeffries'spart,
the system ofspoils disadvan- made. The concept that the but I can only judge his posi-
tageous to Africans and other country was built purely by tion from what he has said,
minorities is·to be critical of dint of labor by white Anglo- and based on that I think the
them,ailditappears 'iPsofacto' Saxon protestants is appeal- facts outweigh definitive ref-
to be anti-Semitic. iog but far from accurate, and 'erences to Jewish heritage.
Thereseemstobe a concerted l'
Refreshments will be served.
For i~fo.rmationabout the MBA and MPA Programs call Baruch College Office Of Graduate
Admissions (212) 447-3920 '
OPEN HOUSE
Island as the early center cI::i
the' slave trade in the United i-
Sta~ that's just information' ~
that 'can be verified or not ~
verified. He doesn't have to CiJ
have written an essay on it. ~
Sl
RD.: Like saying"That wall is ~.
white." c:
en
D
.(1)
.S.: Exactly. "B-
CD
RD.: This .appears to bea a. .
refutation. crewe have the ~
names,'hesaid. 'Weknow who -~
they were, what they were and co
whattheycontrolled.' In truth, ~
historians say, although there
were Jewish slavers, they
neither invented nor
dominated the trade...There is
overwhelming evidence that'
light skinned Arabs and
Persians invented the long-
distance slave trade." Do you
consider that a successful
refutation of what Dr. Jeffries
'd?sal •
.
. -
, , __ _ _ ' 15..
D.S.: Letmerespondinseveral
ways. First, I don't know the
hi$tory'ofhomosexu8li' how
'. . ~,
rar~k it gOes, wliidi grOup
D.S.: Jeffries is a scholar in did or whick groQliGicbit. 1.d:D
the sense of the wealth of know thatDr.~Cress
information, knowledge and Welsing, who as.f'ftSaid is an
research. He is a scholar in the eminent psychiatrist, Afiican
traditional Mrican senseofthe ,AmericanW'0JD8llwbomlhave
griot., whoretainedandpassed great respect for and whom
alongall the information, none Dr. Jeffries has peat respect
ofi~writtendown, but he had for, does n()t·h...··Mgative
all the information about the feelings, and does nOt write
tribe, about the culture. Dr. negative· ·thing•..about
'Jeffries' theories have been homoaexua1ity~ IfDr~pJeftiies
articulated in many places. m..negativefeelinp,thoeeare
They're well-known. So it isn't his feelings. These are not
necessary for it to be written universal among people of
down. for some other scholars eelor. I guesatbaea what he'a.
to validate or invalidate his im I· . l' ,.--,_..,
heo
. 'D...PYmgdml'tbOW.
t 1ies.·· orotexampTe~wben . .'
Dr.. Jeffries' talks about the R.Q.·:ThAnksfarllhariDgyour
Jewishinflueneeorth8D8Dish . timewith.me•. _'...' ....
influence or the portugUese
influence on the.' slave trade.
IUld~hen'hetalbaboutBbode .
. , .
Donald. Smith Interview than twenty years. I have a R.O. :,fm going to read again .national reputation. And yet from.~t same article because
nobody ever -called' IRe- to.ask·· thes4 are· direct quotes from
what I think of President Jeffries. ·Melanin· is'
that four of the five reacted in Persuading that committee, Bush'sEducation2000,orwhat responsible, based upon
positively to the report, three he stopped ge>ing after three do I think of Chancellor research I have, for brain
of them .very positively, she sessions: He withdrew as a .Fernandez' work in New'York development,theneurosystem
had already gone .publie and member and asked the public schools. You call me and the spinal column. You
.was criticizing the report. The commissioner to make him a when either you want me to have to have melanin to be
day th~groupmet, and I was consultant to the committee. bash somebody of African human. Whites are deficientof
there, there was a column in What happened was, descentorwhensomebodyelse this because of the
u.S. News and World Report Schlesinger, now having hasbashedthepersonandyou circumstances of the ice. It
quoting Diane Ravitchas withdrawn before the report wantmetostickmyneckoutin appears that the creative
saying thisreport was divisive, wascompleted, wrotea dissent. defense. You never call me on instinct is affected." The, after
hateful, anti-western, and Kenneth Jackson also wrote a educational issues." apparently drawing this
destructive. dissent. Schlesingerhurriedly And I make this point to conclusion, he says, "I don't
So her actions were totally put together a sloppy book emphasize that if Dr. Jeffries knowlif'thatmakeswhites less
unethical. One cannot take called The Disuniting of had chosen the style that you creative]. I can't make a
moneyasa consultant toreview America. He sent this book to prefer and had used the conclusion," It sounds-to me
something, and then before the CEO's of the leading language that you prefer then like he's trying to qualify his
.giving a report, start corporations of America, and he wouldn't begetting a11-thisconelusionbysayingitwasn'ta
publicizing nationally its he had photographs and brief press. His· message would conclusion at all. What
shortcomingsandcondemning biographies ofDr. Jeffries, Dr. never get out. So Dr. Jeffries legitimacy does a commentlike
it. That's what Professor. John Henry Clark, Dr. Asa . has decided the things that he that have?
Ravitch did. Hilliard, all people identified must say and do to get that
Subsequently Professor with the. African-American· message out on the airwaves. .D.S~: First, most.of'the research
Ravitch, Albert Shanker, head movement. He had their And I'm not going to condemn on melanin and the
of the United Federation of pictures in this book and he him for it. It wouldn't have development of the theories
Teachers, and Nathan Glazer said these are the people who .been my choice, but I certainly about melanin, come from Dr.
and others began to mount a are trying to destroy America. will notdisapprove orcondemn Frances Cress Welsing and D.S.: Ihavenobasisforeither
national campaign to destroy They should never be given himfor the language that he's from research done by validatingDr.Jeffries' theories
thisreport. And whatdid they any grants for any kind of chosen to use, plus his style, in scientists, African-American, . oragreeingthatarefutationis
attack? They attacked only research or scholarship and so order to get his message out people of European descent, . valid. I am not a historian, so
the African-American part of on. there. and so on. These are not I'm not going to get into that.
it. You never read anywhere What you're getting from Dr. original theoriesofDr. Jeffries. That's not my discipline.
that Diane Ravitch was Jeffries is his response to R.O.: I got this from New York Dr. Frances Cress Welsing is
criticizing what the Latinos massive... He's one person. magazine (September 2 issue), an African- American R.O.: This is the final thing
wrote, what the Asians wrote, He's one person without any an article called "Doctor J." by psychiatristwhois theforemost that I want to bring up, and
what the Native Americans funds. And they have all the Eric Poole. I've underlined a proponent of the melanin again this is a direct quote.
wrote. SoitwasDianeRavitch right-wing institutes and few things that he wrote. He theory. Her most recent work "The whole concept of
who went on the offensive and moneyand the press thathave wrote "According to a student was published this past year, homosexualitycomesoutofthe
began to attack Dr. Jeffries, unleashed an avalanche of named Fred Rhueker, Jeffries calledThe Isis Papers. value system ofthe caves that
began to attack the members propaganda against him and once told his-class, 'If I had my came out of Europe. That
of the task force. The New against others who are trying way, I'd wipe [whites] off the R.O.: Jeffries refers to that system is based on the male
York Post and the Albany tochange thscurriculum, Soit work in his speech. principle, men loving men as
Times Union referred to those it understandable that he fighting men.' That's the
ofus on the task force as some would respond with some "It's amazing to me D.S.: Yes. It's a theory. As I Valhalla. That's the Nazi.
kind oflightweights who come sarcasmtowhatDianeRavitch that the governor:,' have suggested when other That's the Greek. That's the
in off the street were has done. She's been so journalists have asked me Roman legion. That's the
rabblerousersand so on. Do successful that Secretary who is certainly a aboutDr.Jeffries' theories, first Catholic Church. That's not
you understand what I'm Lamarre Alexander and . thatin my opinion Dr. jeffries the valuesystemAfricansgave
saying?' President-Bush have nowmade bright man, but I isafinescholar,andthatifbis to the world, which is the
.When _YOl1_see Dr._J.eftiies~ _,-__her,__as~tal1,t __s-:-e_cr~_~T.¥ Q.f....-don't think.-he~s-~...-.,~ .theories ~}nc:o~.!hen i~ __...duality o.fm&;1e and f~!!!~,~:~_, . ,
sarcasm toward Professor Education,where-she-s-'lD- a . - ". . '....- .sliol.ililii:.uptootber-:schol8l'$ _.1iiit.liiiid.:of'COIii1Iien t .to m e · .
Ravitch, he is reacting to more position to de> more damage . been accused of to ,~fute those theories with says two things..and you can
than .a yea~-and-a-half t~.she previously was in a b . h l theIr. own research. It's ten m~.if~mwl'Ong.lt says to
campaign of VIolence and position to do. elng a sc 0 ar, can amazmg to me that the me that lfa maD coosiders
venom that she and a number alleee thiit-"Je~es' go~rnor, who is ~rtai~ a hom~itytobesomething_
ofotherpeoplehave unleashed RD.: From my own personal -0 ;. r- 'JJ'" -. bright man, but I don~ think that IS not taughtbyAfiicans
against him and all ofus. point of view, it would have information is either he's everbeen accused ofbeing being what is known as ~
By the way, the Regents tainted my opinion o(Jefliiti. _ - _ .,-. <_ ~._ - a schol~~._ ~~(_anege ~hat Afrocentriced~_,itsaysto
completely backed away from less ifhe hadtakeiJ the' mcral. accurate ~(. -:" ~ :':: .;..J,tre.~:JJi~on is either me - that he views
this. They became so high ground instead of inaccurate" accurate or~rate. I don't homosexuality as inferiority.
intilnidated by this massive referring to her in those ways. _~ know what basis the governor Thatit'saninferiortheorythat
campaign not only by I think it did more damage to 4i :, will have for making such ·came 'out of the caves of
individuals,butbytheHudson himthananytbingelse.Idon't .p i allegations. Europe.-
Institute,bypeople likeGeorge thinkhepredictedthatitwould fa:eeoftheeart~/poyou think· It also implies to· me that he
Will, by the Heritage blow upinte> what it "as, .-tnaes,ch~of What . R.Q.:Part·.qr scholarship is hasanegativeattitudetoward
Foundation- it became become, or that his speech Jetrries teaches In his classes? publicaticm,"aildyetDr.Jeffiies homosexuality, thai there was
massive. So what the Regents would become such a media has very little, if anything- nohomosexualityinAfriea. It's
did was to appoint another circus. But ifhehad spoken of D.S.: rve never sat in his maybe two to four articles, and a totally foreign idea to them.
committee, and they had the Dr.Ravitch assomeoneheeen't classes, has been-'a professor and What validity- does-'be have
task tolookat thesocial studies agree with no matter what department chair for over there? What -documentation
curriculum only, and make happens, or Dr. Raviteh, who R.O.: But you've sat in his' twenty years now. How can a does he have? What kind of
recommendationsifneedbeas has unleashed this campaign, lectures. scholar attempt to refute comment is that? -
to how the social studies or Dr. Ravitch who doesn't J~sonthebasisofaspeech?
curriculum shouldbemodified. knowmebuthassaidsomany D.S.: I never satin hisclasses. How do you refute a .seholar
Ravitch was able to get two of things about me, ifhe had said I toldyou I'veheardhimlecture who hasn't published? Isn't
her "closest allies put on this something like that it would here three times. I've heard that Part of scholarship?
committee as members ofit- havebeendifl'eTentthansayjng him lecture at the African
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. and "debonair racist; Texas Jew, Heritage Studies Association,
Kenneth Jackson. Nathan 'and Miss Daisy.- ofwhich lam a member ofthe
Glazer of Harvard was also a adviscryboard.Tveheardhim
member of this committee. I D.S.: Let me answer- that, lectureatthe'National Council
think they thought. that by Rafael. for Black Studies, of which I
having such heavyweights as am alsoa member. It does not
Schlesinger, Jackson and R.O.: Certainly. . at all fit the Leonard Jeffries
Gla.zer on this -22-person D.S'-: It would not 'hav~ been' that I know. Tm not going to
committee, that all of their mypersonalch()iceoflanguage. comment on what somebody
concerns would be 'taken care I criticize' many things and will allege because as I said to
ofand that the outcome would many people, and 1 have my you, I have been taken out of
be that the curriculum as. it style of doing it. Dr.Jeffries context on so many instances
existsis perfectly acceptable. hashisstyleoCdoingit. Letme it's discouraging even to give
It didn't turn out that way, saythis,tbatIsaidtOareporter an interview. Very often
beeause their were some .from one -of the New York reporters, either because of
powerful African-Americans, dailies who Called me. Many theirownculturalprismscan't
and some 'Latinos on that·have.- I· said, Tirst;it's verY hearwhat'sbeingsaid;oreven
committee together with interestingthatyoushouldcaU.· if they do hear .what'sbnng
people of.European descent. I'm 'chairman .of - the said, they stiD rewrite it to fit
Once Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. Department of Education ·at what they think their readers
discovered that his reputation Baruch, Collegeand I'veheena 1¥8Dt to see.
was not going to be influential _full professor here for m'ore
~ • 1 '; .. I ••" ~.~
MPA Program
-. -
.~ .- .
.Th-..rsday,
September26,1991
6 to 8 p.m.
Baruch College
The City University Of New York
Meet with
. '
Program Representatives
and
Faculty Members
155 East 24th Street
(between 3rd& Lexington Avenues)
Room 522
MBA Program
ThUrsday
September 19,1991
6 to 8 p.m.
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into the dying art of hard
rock music leaving the
thrash and glam bands still
on the ground floor. Let's
just see how long i~ takes
before this MetaUica inno-
vation is copied, played out
and Metallica is once again
called upon to lead the way.
. .~.,:".. ""---- _.:. ~---'- --- --,~
R.E.M.
Life's Rich Pagean.t
Produced by Don Gehem
I.R.S. Records
RATING: A
By Robert Byrnes
:. ," -'.
~i.
. ,
ie's Back I Tougher Than Ever in "Tenninator 2.-
' ....
man,'" "Sad But True," and
"Nothing Else Matters" are
worth the $12 alone. On sec-
ond thought, "Sad But. True"
alone is the worth the price of
the album.
The album has already
gone platinum inonlyone and
half weeks, and has the po-
tentialto breathe .Iife back
..,
Life's Rich Pageant was R.E'.M.'s fourth al-
um and back in 1986 was the best album they had done,
nfortunately the mainstream was' yet to be interested
in their music. But to any of you who religiously watched
hannel U -68 during the summer of '86 you'll remember
some of these songs.
The song list includes, "Begin The Begin," the
rfect title for the opening track. "TheseDays," a fas
paced and powerful song. "Cuyahoga," "What If We Give
It Away," fondly referred to by R.E.M.fans as "WIta
If~'" their first top 40 hit' ever, "Superman," and "Fall
Me~'" .singer Michael Stipe's favorite song' in thei
epertoire and probably one of the best if not the bes
ng they've ever done.
Life's Rieb Pageant as R.E.M. calls it ·was
etinitely in the right direction" even. though it never go
p over number .100 on the album chart.
Sadly, even with their chart .suecess now on
arner Brothers Records, Life'. BiehPageant and
th~ R.E~. a,lbums prior to Document can be fOUnd on
CD discount rack ifyou can fintfthem on CD ata11~ It's
van' gotten so bed .that a new T-shirt has.been made
yi, , "knewR~.M_ before~eDt.·.
..__ . - - - - - -- - .- - -- -- - -_.- -- --- _. -_. _. --- -- -- _._._._----
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The Summer
of 1991:A
Collection of
Thoughts
<. "-.;"., ••., , t, •••.••,t-. ",-1' ••••. , t·t /"
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fantastic and amazing, but to me '..,-.
itdidn't stand up to thefuss every-
.. one made aboutit, even though it
did hold the number one spot fora
month and a half.'
Which brings me to the film
thatfinallyknocked "Tenninator"
out of the number one spot. "Hot
Shots," the -Airplane!" genre film
starring Charlie Sheen & Lloyd
Bridges, about U.S. Navy pilots.
It's so much better than "Naked
Gun 2l.1'r.that the difference be-
tweenthe twoisastronomical. But
unfortunately I think that "Hot
Shots" reign on the box office will
. -be stopped with the release of
"Dead Again."
Time is on Their Side
Back to the music industry :.
we go, and what better place. to ; ~
start with than the 'biggest hit of :
the summer R.E.M.'s Out Of :
Time, the band's seventh LP and: .
The summer of 1991 wrote Heart's 1987 hit, "Alone." second on War'ner Brothers'
was a .real hot .one accord- Weird AI Yankovic's "Like A Records. Out Of Time features.
ing to all of the meteorolo- Surgeon" and of course were the hits "Shiny Happy People," a
gists, thermometers, box the writers of the original; spoofonthernselves,singingabout.
office sales and music Madonna's huge 1984 single the jump-on-the-band-wagon '
charts. And just like the "Like A Virgin." All I have to R.E.M. fans, "Radio Song,"
weathermen like to point say is, whoever they are, they featuring . KRS-ONE,
out.. every summer it seems sure know how to write songs. "Texarkana," the latest release
it gets hotter. Moving on through the "Near Wild Heaven," and the
Everyone should have summer heat we come across mega hit song and probably the
knownthesummerwasgoing Leslie Neilsen in "The Naked best song in the last ten years,
to be hot by judging it by Me- Gun 2' 1/2: The Smell of "Losing My Religion." As singer
morial Day alone. Simply Fear." The Zucker brothers Michael Stipe'defends the band
because that was the day Ron were at it again making us from their long-time fans, ac-
Howard released his film laugh at the most-stupid things cusing them of selling out as
"Backdraft," starring Robert we have ever seen. Although" they left their independent re-
DeNiro.KurtRussell.Donald ,it was not as funny as the cording label (I.R.S. Records)
Sutherland and Scott Glenn. first Naked Gun film, the and signed with Warner Broth-
The story of the Chicago fire laughs come out just the same. ers for a seven figure contract.
department, and how they .Well it'snow time to visit It's one of thosesongs that
.brave death as well as life. the world of James Cameron. you can listen to over and over
Look for a couple of oscar Critics askedwhy would. any- again without getting tired of it,
nominations next March. 911e..-Want to spend $100 million even "Stairway To H:eaven" gets
To make it even hotter" to make a movie? When you boring and played ou~Sometimes.
we were hit by a flame-glo consider that "Terminator 2: It seems that everyone has
redhead telling the world, "1 Judgeme~t Day," made over jumpedon the R.E.M. band-wagon.
Touch Myself." The DiVin,ls·~185~nion this summer in In a recent issue, Time magazine
hit the scene with their self- ticket sales alone, you know called them the greatest rock band
titled albam;-although ,-it-.-.js-.--.why.~.....,...._._...~--_.~~. __.---~ - g.fthe 90:'8,. AUIw t sa ithat·
not theirdebtit, but in' this Arnold Sehwartzenegger.~,where-.have.~beeQ~c.tbe~~~
day with MTV and local.radio got to say "I'll he back," again, 10 years, becauseR£.M. is the
stations on the WORE kick Linda Hamilton got to work greatest rock band ofthe 80's too,
the DiVinyls found them- again andmoviegoers got tosee while The Police and U2 run at
selves on the pop .charts a thrill-a-minute sci-fi picture second and third respectively.
with over a million albums that bombards them with spe- . Next we corne to Metallic«.
sold. I guess if you put a cial effects again. The originators ofthe speed metal
sexy red head singing about That was my only regret. genre, seemed to have gotten ::ck
masturbation on the air I thought the movie relied too ofall the long-haired thrash-it-up
you're bound to sell a mil- much style and not enough on bands making money off of their
lion of something. substance. It was a "look what originalityandtalent. In response
To make it more inter- we can do with a big bank roll to those unmentioned bands
esting, the co-writers of "I andlotsofspecialeffects"movie. MetallicaagainPavedanewroad
Touch Myself" are Billy Unlike Arnie's previous sci-fi in modern hard rock music. Basi-
Steinberg and Tom Kelly thriller "Total Recall," which callywith their Iatestrelease titled,
(yeah I know, so what). Well actually made you sit back and Metallic&, they've taken the speed
it turns out .that these two say "wow" after it was allover, metal music and slowed it down,
guys are batting 1.000 in the "Termfnator 2's" story just becomingthefirstrealheavymetal
eighties and nineties. They wasn't as good as the restofthe band ofthe 80's to have a number
had a hand in writing Pat movie. one album on the top 100 chart.
Benatar's"Fireand lee." They' . Ofcourse the movie was The three tracks "Enter Sand-
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Chivon Thornhill (right) and his megaphone
toere- virtuaUyinseparoble lastsemester, but it .
was Lauonda Davis (above) who scored the
biggest political coup ofthe year. She beat out '
three other candidates' to take the presidency of
the Day Session Student Government.
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Last Year In Review
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F~ theStude~ C~t~r,ti~~ were goodandbad:
Baruch finally got a child care center (right), but a
little mishap with a third-floor window left the rest of
the building scrambling for fans. TN! windows still
have not been repaired:
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Joyce Brown (top) joined the Baruch
community for one year as acting
president, but "Queen" w: Ann Reynolds
(bottom) offers no such comfort. She'll
, stay Chcncellor ofthe City University of
New York for the foreeeable future.
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Sean Seignious (right) worked as hard as
he could to get last year's Palladium. Jam
to turn a profit, but little could be done to
save the ill-fated business venture. It
.ended up losing $17,000 in student
activity fees.
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bringing you what
POWER OF DREAMS to just sit down and Write a
Immigrants, Emi- love song. That is all he or
grants and Me anyone can do to deal with life
Polydor Records and try to make this world a
RATING: B better place for us. Such songs
By Danny Gesslein are sheer poetry set to music.
"Immigrants, Emigrants
and Me," their new CD is a
paradoxbetween the lyrics and
the music. Although the words
reflect a somber tone, the
sounds of the songs are up-
beat. This gets people inter-
ested in the numbers; while
they listen they learn the mean-
ing of it all.
The upbeat melodies
nook the listener's attention,
and the lyrics reel them in.
The music, though sometimes
the guitar riffs are similar .
thoughout the album.
Pushing aside the veil of
music, you find a true soul that
is similar to our own. There is
a.t least one song on the album
for everyone. The group's
unique approach to life's tests
of the spirit, makes them spe-
cial and worth listening toover
. and over again.
The songs are like great
literature. You need to peel
tile initial layer back to find
tile truth. Power Of Dreams
snows us that the only dreams
are the ones in which we live.
~lternativ.'R'ockBandPOWER OF DREAMS
family or in the life of a
community. The exhibition
will be curated by Eric
Robertson from his collection
ofAfrican art. Theexhibit will
run from September 27
through October 25.
The second exhibition ofthe
semester, "The Indian Space
Group: Native' American
SourcesforAmericanAbstract
Art," includes works by 8
Americanartists(WillBamet,
Robert Barrell, Gertrude
Barrer, Peter Busa, Howard d
Daum, Helen DeMott and
Steven Wheeler) who
discovered in the art of the
Northwest CoastTndians a
model for developing two-
dimensional picture space as
well as a necessary
counterbalance to the
European influences of that
time. The exhibition will
coincide with important
exhibitions of Native
American art at the Brooklyn
Museum and the Museum of
Natural History. It will run
from November 8 through
December 17.
Still have some time left?
Perhapsyou're in the moodfor
some murder. "Little
Murders," that is. Although
unofficial, the Speech
department's production of
'Jules Eeiffers "Little
1: Murders" will be performed a
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With all the trash that is
passing itself off as music,
Power OfDreams comes like a
breath of fresh air.
The group chooses to
write songs with heart and in-
telligence. This concept seems
to have eluded most
songwriters of today. Making
a point to their music is not
high on the priority list ofmost
modern groups. There is al-
ways a slant to Power Of
Dreams' music.
The group chooses to
write about real life and all its
problems. They chose the
darker side oflove. Theirsongs
range from the loneliness of
one nightstands tochildabuse.
The message they wieldis that
life Isnot as simple as people
think it is.
The group's pain and
frustration at love, life and
~ everything is poured into the
8songs. -where Is Love," is the
&!epitome of their philosophy.
; Singer CraigWalker says that
~ among all the pain, he is going
~ ---,=e
Francaix, Kupferman,
Schumann and Rossini. Mr.
Green has appeared with
Leonard Bernstein and the
New York Philhannonic. The
concertWillbeheld, Thursday,
November 21 at'3 p.m_ in
NaliinHall! room 1220.
If classical and chamber
music are not quite your
bagpipe, never fear, there's
more to do. You mightwant to
mosey over to the Baruch
Gallery on the-first floor ofthe
AdministrativeBuilding(22nd
Street). They will be showing
two interesting exhibits this
semester. The first one,
"Masks and Masquerades:
Yoruba Ancestral Spirit
Costumes from West Africa."
The exhibit will include 8-10
large Egungun costumesfrom
the 1940's to the 1960's and
Several Yoruba masks.
"Egungun"means the "living
dead" or the deceased
ancestors to be honored and. to
assist in the affairs of the
community. Thecostumesare
used at times of crisis in a
ankuntala: 'lJringing a Classic to Life.
hythm a Blull Newcomers Boyz II Men.
Peruvian Alfplano and the
Experience of Urban
Migration," will follow the
workshop from 1 to 2 p.m, and
all students are invited to
attend the reception held from
2 to 3 p.m, in room 1209.
As part of the Silbennan
ConcertSeries;TheAlexander
String Quartet will be
perfonning works of Dvorak
and Berg on October 16. The
Quartet is a visiting ensemble
in residence, which has been
performing at' Baruch' each
semester since 1987, and
"really adds to the quality of
studentlife,"accordingtoBetty
Ryan, a secretary in the Music
department. The concert will
takeplaceWednesday, October
16 at 3 p.7TI- in Nallin Hall!
room 1220, 17 Lexington Ave.
building.
On November 21, Musician
Paul Green will play on
clarinet, some works of
Stockman wrote and arranged note.
eight of the ten tracks. ' The The mood changes to an
slow jams had a more mature upbeatpaceas"Motownphilly,"
sound than I expected, stray-' kicks offside B, "Allegro." Al-
.. ing awa.-yfrom.the luvy:~uvy ,though"the vocals.continue.to
.lyrics ofmany teen-age artists shine through, we areimmedi-
today. "PleaseDon'tGo,"starts atelyremi~doftheBBDin-
otrthe album with strong lead fluence. "UnderPressure,"and
andbackgronndvocalaandlive "Sympin," ate also geared to-
piano and percussions. Vocals ward "harmony over the hip-
also remain true to form on the hop tracks." These two songs
second cut, "Lonely Heart." are fun and have pop airplay
"This is MyHeart,"has a potential but fall into the com-
romantic melody captured by mercial R&B sound.
the acoustic guitar back- Things take a mellow
ground. The arrangement and twist with the last two cuts,
vocal performance is smooth "Little Things" and "Your
and comes off'narurally, While Love." The group wins with
adeepergrooveunderlies"Uhh these softer sounding ere-
Abb." The grindingchoruscon- ations. Rhythm and vocal
tinues to accentuate their arrangements come off with
blendingvoca1abilities,butthe live drums, bass, acoustic
a capella "It's So Hard to Say piano and keys. These songs
Goodbye to Yesterday," really gear away from jeep-
gives these boysa chance to do playin', girl-chasin',
their thang. This special song sampled beats and ,end the
is a remake from the 1970's album on a..,refreshing note.
movie "Cooley High." The song Hopefully these talented ~ -J s
highlights their wonderful will continue to develop tl.c rr
range of vocals and wraps up skills as future men of R&B
side A on a very impressive soul.
,.'~: ]. ~. ,.IJ
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BOYZllMEN
Cooleyhighharmony
Produced by Dallas
Austin,' ,
.. Motown Records
RATING: A-
By Daphne Leroy
Hit records come and go
but original and creative work
always shines through. To
makeit funky therhythm must
move and groove you. But to
really take control, it's gotta
have soul.
The "mentally hip-hop,
smooth out on the R&B tip
with a pop feel appeal to it,"
formula brought fame to re-
cording artists Bell Biv Devoe.
Consequently, their influence
has becomewidespread. While
I respect BBDfor their success
in bringing new talent on the
scene, I prefer originality to
carbon copies ofa sound and/or
image that sells. With this in
mind, I was less than opti-
mistic about BIV Entertain-
ment Management's in-
volvement With Boyz II Men.
After hearing their debut
single, "Motownphilly," I
knew they could carry a tune,
but was tired of the BBD
offspring.
To my surprise,
CooleyhighharomDy was
slammin'. Side A, "Ada-
gio," was filled wi th the
mellow sounds of after-dark
melodies and relaxing
rhythms. Even though the
Barry White impersonation
wasn't always necessary,
there was a beautiful blend
of vocals. These boys can
definitely sing. ~ Michael
Bims says, -riley sure are
smooth on the harmony tip."
Group membe1'8Nathan
Morris, Michael McCary,
, Wanya Morria and Shawn
":-", .
~"':" .',
r. '~- .
"', ."".
':~" .
7- "ROBIN HOOD"
6- "PURE LUCK"
8- "MYSTERY.DATE"
. 9- "BOYZ N THE HOOD"
..
10- "101 DALMATIONS"
association, If they improve this flaw
and drop their-morikey see, monkey do"
attitude Bang Tango could be around
for a long time.
- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -'-', -2l
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written by Scott Sommer and based on 0-
. ~
his novellaofthe same name. Asa note CI> .
.. .. -
the original title of the film was "
"CriSSC1'OS8~. and later was changed to ~
. fA
the book title. -g
The film also stars DavidAmott in his !l
debut role, Arliss Howard, James ~
Gammon and Keith Carradine. "Alone fA
Together" is a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ;,
• ' CDpresentation. "C
Imagine if there was a love story set a>
the in the undercover worldofnarcotics ~
agents, and you have the film "Rush." ~
The film stars Jennifer Jason Leigh ~
("Last Exit To Brooklyn" and.-
"Backdraft,") and Jason Patrie ('The ~
Lost Boys"). "Rush"isbasedon the best .-
selling novel by Kim Wozencraft,
.directed by Lili Fini Zanuck, produced
by herhusband Richard D. Zanuck and .
thescreenplayisbyPeteDexter. ~ush"
is set to be released this Christmas.
Speaking of Christmas, this
Christmas ParamountPicturesisset to
release the final chapter in the "Star
..·Trek" movie series. "Star Trek VI: The
Undiscovered Country." The film will
star William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy
and DeForest Kelley, and fear not
William Shatner neither wrote nor
directedthisone. The movieis supposed
to have a "Star Trek: The Next
Generation" tie-in.
Speaking oftie-ins, in case you live in
a boxandhaven'theard, LeonardNimoy
is going to be written into the new
television seriesas a regular character,
along with MarkLeonard who will play
Sarek, Spack's father, in a few of the
episodes in the new season. And yes,
tl'\a~s right, Leonard Nimoywill play
Mr. Spack in the "Next Generation."
I still believe thatit's all just a plot to
make more "Star Trek" movies that
William Shatner won't be needed in
'way,shape orform~ ...
~ ~ ....-. ..
~ -". ~
MOVIES
- "TERMINATOR 2"
- "THE DOCTOR"
- "DOC HOLLYWOOD"
~ "DOUBLE IMPACT"·
("Working Girls"). The filmis about a.
prosecutor obsessed with finding the
charming and sexy rapist, I betyou can
guess the rest. .
Young is also starring in "Criminals,"
along with James Belushi, Cybill
Sheperd, Richard Lewis and ·John
Candy, (I bet you guessedit's a comedy).
The film is all about a lost dog, a
murder, three couples and a cop. The
movie is directed by Eugene Levy, long- ,
time John Candy partner, produced by
Dino De Laurentiis, and written by
Nancy Meyers and CharlesShyer. Look
for this one with the Christmas release
list.
Here's onefor the worst timingaward.
Due out in mid to late September, is
"Company Business" starring Gene
Hackman and Mikhail Baryshnikov as
CIA and KGB spies respectively, who
are on the run from their employers
thanks to a spy swap gone awry in
Berlin. Unfortunatelywhentheystarted
production seven or eight months ago,
they never thought that the KGB would
no longer exist.
The conflict in the film is built around
their cold war attitudes, (sorry guys,
that'sovertoo), thatbuilds toacresendo
in the Eiffel Tower (at least that's still
there). Directed by Nicholas Meyer
("Star Trek II," "Time After Time," and
"The DayAfter,ithefilm promises tobe
a boxoffice smashanda fantastic way to
kick offthe fall season,ifit wasn'tfor the
changes in the reality the film is
supposed to reflect. Chances are it will
still do well enough, with a line-up like
this one it's really hard to go wrong, no
matter what the story.
Due in November, Goldie Hawn plays
Tracy Cross, a single -mother who
struggles toraise her son in 1969 as the
1960's drawto a close. the film is titled
"AloIleTog~thel': the '-screenplay. Is
reav, Metal Band, Bang Tango
What BangTango should dois expand
their song writing skills. They should
notlimitthemselvestojustsingingabout
love and relationships. The group is too
talented to beanother mindless Top 40
1- "HOT SHOTS"
• • •
~.
6- "Genna Make You Sweat'
• C&C Music Factory
7- "For Unlawful Carnal
Knowledge" • Van Hale
g, "Time Love'&Tenderness'
• Michael Bolton
9- "Spellbound" ., Paula
Abdul
10-'!H~ In Motion" • Am
Grant
Agaip with the long lag time, Michael
Jackson is due with a new album this
· Christmas. Even though the album was
due out in October, they must have
figured if the fans waited four years,
what'sanothertwomonths. Thisalbum
· too is untitled, but figures to be a huge
seller.
Ifyou're waiting for the RE.M. tour·
thisfall, forget itit's nothappening, The
band has decided not totour for the Out
OfTime LP,andinstead put their time
into the construction of a new album,
that'll probably hi t the market next
summer(what, they're not going to take
three years oft).
OffTo the Movies
In case you live in a cave, Sean Young
is not going to play Catwoman in' the
new Tim Burton film "Batman 2," due
out early next year. The .job was
originallygiven to AnnetteBening, until
Warren Beatty saw her in that tight
black costume.
The jobis now in the hands ofMichelle
Pfieffer and along with Danny DeVito
as the Penguin, Batman will have to
take on two villians in the next movie, I
guess that's why it's called "Batman 2~"
Don't be too critical of the casting,
remember when everyone thought that
Michael Keaton would never be able to
pull it off.
Speaking ofSean Young, she is set to
star in two movies thisfall. She starsin
a contoversial new film called., "Love
· Crimes," directed by Lizzie Borden
...The son,gs·6nthis album.are$t.ChY
and couldhave the ostconservatiwof
-~·~~c.1overs·baDgillg..their-heaqt;...~~.:
the groups diversity of musicar~~
that makes them good, Thejet fastiUtle.':
track shows theirheavymetal influence.
"Last Kiss," has that southern rock
sound, as ifJohn "Cougar" Mellencamp
meets Metallica.
"MidnightStruck," hasa close togospel ,
sound, thanks to the background vocals
thrown in. The boyschose not to usethe
redundant-acoustic "guitarS tnat ml've--
dominated hard rock love song~. This
song in particular belts out a tune in
such a soft waythatyou wish it wouldg~
onforever. "MidnightStrock,"ifreleased
would be a guaranteed hit.
The only thing I didn't like about Bang
Tango is lead singer LeSte's Axl Rose
impersonation, who in turn
impersonates Steven Tyler, who in turn
impersonatesMickJagger. BangTango
is too goodofa band, andJoe LeSte is too
good ofa singer for them to fall into the
"copy theguys thatmadeit"meltingpot.
POP ALBUMS
C,oming Soon
.- ~~ - .=.. I _ ~' - •.,. .~_ " .., .~'" -. '4.'" ~ -. -. .. :.. .. _~ , '" .. _. '.. "". ..
Saying what is on their minds is Bang
Tango's strong suit. This is easily seen
with the opening lyric to "Untied and
TnIe,"wh~re.le_~.d_sin~rJQe~S~
screams, "Oh, my littlephilly I'm gonna
~J_ "n.c.u:: you•.•
They have all the subtlety of a
frustrated dirty-old man. Joe' LeSte's
lyrics are from the heart and not some
flowery lines of ill feeling. .The only
problem that some people may have is
thatBangTangoisatsometimesgraphic,
proven by the fact that their video for
"Untied and True: was featured on the
Playboy Channel's "Hot Rocks." Bang
Tangostretchesthelimits.ofwhatpeople
consider to be music; butwasn't rock 'n'
roll based on that concept?
1- "Metallica" • Metallica
- "Unforgettable" • Natalie
Cole
- "C.M.B." • Color Me Badd
"Luck Of The Draw" •
Bonnie Raitt
- "Cooleyhighharmony" •
BOYzIIMen
Record Review .
A Laokat the Fall and 'Christmas Season.
By Robert Byrnes
Now that the summer is coming to the
end, the most logical progression would
be to take a peek at what will be
happening this fall in the theaters, in
the music industry and even some
surprises in the world of television.
On September 3, hard rockers Rush,
released their 14th studio album titled,
Ron The Bones. Along with their
.three live albums, ~n The Bones
makes17albums in 18years. According
to bassist and singer.Geddy. Lee, the
band was looking to "funk it up: and
with the two songs being played on the
radio now; "Roll The Bones" and
"Dreamline" that seems to be exactly
what they did. .
Guitar rockers Dire Straits are due
out with a new album sometime in late
October or early November, although
the album has yet to be titled, it is a
relief that a new Dire Straits album is
set to hit the stores. Ifyou remember,
it's been almost sixyearssince theirlast
releaseBrothersInArmsthatincluded
the hits, "Brothers In Arms," "Walk Of
Life" and the mega-hit "'Money For
Nothin.'" Hopefully with· six years oft:
every song on the new work will be a
chart hit.
Talking about long lag time between
albums, it's been four years since Bruce
Springsteen's last. album Tunnel Of
Love. NotthatBruceneedsinoremoney,
butifthe public is going topayhim huge
amounts ofmoney, the leasthe can do is
put out Something every 18 months.
. \
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The Sound of
Me/ted Metal
hrlllian Slaler Slln II L.clEy LlclaM In -Mobile....•
The first article of each ner you and knock you around
semester always presents me for awhile only to let you go so
with somewhat of a problem. as to repeat this process until
Specifically, what to write you were bludgeoned into a
about! This semester is no state of complete incoherence,
different, in fact, it's even the new album simply meets
worse. There were so many you right in the middle oftbe
musical highlights this sum- ring and immediately knocks
mer; it's almost impossible to you off your feet. Chances are
choose one to write about. For you didn't even see it coming.
example, there was the secret There's no 7 minute epics on
Guns n' Roses gig at the Ritz this effort. Most of the songs
that I was lucky enough to are 4 to 6 minutes in length,
catch (great show, espe- which maysoundlike Metallica
cially wi th Raging Slab as is going "commercial," espe-
openers), not to mention the cially considering Bob Rock
controversial G n R show at produced the album, but this is
Nassau Coliseum. Skid Row not the case.
released a killer follow up disc Case in point, "Wherever
to the delight ofmetal hungry I May Roam." This track typi-
fans everywhere. Also, there fies the new album. Pounding
were the TOURS!!! riffs, incredible drums (as usual
Lollapalooza swung Lars Ulrich once again proves
through for 2 dates at Wa- he's among the fewquality skin
terloo Village andboth Primus bashers around today) and of
and Fishbone slayed crowds course the ever present voice
everywhere. Ofcourse.speak- _.~ o("Kin~ James Hetfield. Jn
ing of "slaying" Slayer, An- fact the more I thought about
thrax, and Megadeth along it the more I carne to realize
with Alice in Chains rocked that it's Hetfield's vocals that
the nation on the Clash of the really make Metallica what
_.y~_,.,>."..... 'l'i~.~ jour. Md Operation theyare.Bventhough theguys
......~ ' ..of Rock nRoll with Judas Priest, had a stylistic departure on
~ Alice Cooper and Motorhead. this album by writing more
< Fortunately, I have an "compact" songs, you sti 11
~ editor whorkrrows what he know your spinning a
wants.. So he made up my Metallica disc as soon as you
mind for me. Metallica. New hear the growlings of Hetfield
album. Ok with me. over the pounding rhythms.
Forthoseofyou who don't Even on the 2 slower
have the new album yet, and songs ,"The Unforgiven" and
there probably aren't many of "Nothing Else Matters",
you because it's already gone ~et:fields snarling, even an-
to#linit'sfirstweekofrelease .gry, utterings blend the
with a reported 2 million plus songs well into a style that
in sales, go pick this one up. is truly Metallica's own.
You will be thankful you did as Other high points in-
well as surprised at what you elude the first single "Enter
hear. Sandman" and "Sad But /1:
The new album is a True." Keeping in the spirit
streamlined version of ofthe straight to the point type
Metallica. Picture it this of.album that this is, the only
way, whereas previous thing left to say is yet another .
Metallica albums used to cor- killer disc from a killer band.
among others Heavy manages
to pull off a swayer of a tune.
There-is no doubt that this
songwouldgetplayat the vari-
ous Reggae clubs in one of the
slowermusic runs. I have even
heard rumors that Heavy D
might be looking to come out
with a Reggae album as his
next endeavor. We'll be look-
ing forward to that creation.
After going on this
Peaceful Journey with
Heavy D and The BOYZ I have
discovered that Heavy has
in fact reached his goal of
making music for everyone.
He has also kept my condition
of keeping true to each par-
ticular form of music. What
more could you ask for? If
you're looking for good mu-
sic and don't wish to be lim-
ited to one form of the art
then head down to your fa-
vorite record store before
the journey i~- over.
the main character' in *Mob-
sters" possesses the m~st
power. He shows a great deal
ofwisdomandcares verymuch ~
about his organization.
Charlie"Lucky"Luciano
is played by Christian Slater
Continued 011 P(J~ 23
gan (Hammond B3 sound to be
exact) accompaniment this
anti-censorship record
smoothly brings together
several artists known for
their rawness. From the
beginning to the end of this
track each of the artists
flows evenly as though the
song was created for them
alone. That is the key at-
tribute that makes this
record work, credit due to
Heavy's cousin Pete Rock,
from Peaceful Journey, who produced the track.
"Now That We Found Love." A . Still on course according
remake ofan old Third World to Heavy D and The BOYZ is
disco classic. I usually cringe the Reggae style that is loudly
at the thoughtofremakingclas- sneaking up on the music in-
. sics. I take the attitude that, if -dustry, Heavy's contribution
it ain'tbroke don'tfix it. Heavy is seeminglya natural progres-
and company managed to rec- sion since he is part Jamaican.
reate the original with a little With help ofthe world's fastest
more thump. It will never re- speaker according to Guiness,
place the original but it is a Daddy Freddy and Lady Levi
flattering tribute to a classic. among others Heavy manages
Who knows? It might even to pull off a swayer of a tune.
open up a whole new audi- There is no doubt that this
ence to.this form ofmusic since songwouldget playat the vari-
the video has achieved heavy ous.Reggae clubs in one of the
rotationstatusonMTV. Work- slowermusic runs. I have even
ing with producer Teddy (ne\Wa heard rumors that Heavy D
jackswing) Riley, HeavyDandY might. be 'looking to corne out
name just a few.
"'Mobsters" .focuses pri-
marilyon Charlie Lucianoand
the manner in which he made
his way into the controlling
family oforganized crime and
eventually killing them off,
leavinghimat the top. Luciano
MOBSTERS; Starring Christan Slater, Patrick Dempsey, Richard Grieco, and Costas
Mandylor; Directed by Michael Karbelnikoff; Written by Michael Mahern & Nicholas Kazan;
Universal Pictures; Rated R; RATING: B
By Zoraicla Figueroa
•
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~ We've been looking and
a.lookingbutitwasn'tuntil NOW
~ that we found THE B-SIDE.
Welcome back to another ex-
citing(who cares what the out-
landish surprise tuition is?)
semester at Baruch College.
Now that you're here let's try
to make the best of it. We are
going to start these hectic times
at Baruch and New York City
with the first expression of
the B-Side wishing that ev-
eryone have a Peac~ful
Journey.
Heavy D. & The BOYZ
are back again for the third
album of their career. This
time they are missing one of
The time is 1917-1931,
during the rise of organized
crime. Four young men, all
coming from immigrant fami-
lies on New York's Lower East
side are faced with problems
sueh.-JxwertLracialdisunion
'and il1ega1-drug trafficking to
. ~
, 20
the BOYZ, Trouble T-Roy. He thevideo has achieved heavy
was accidentallykilled onJuly rotation statuson M'IV. Work-
15,1990 while the group- was ingwithp~-~dy(new
on tour. PeacefulJourneyis jackswing)Riley, HeavyDand
dedicated to Trouble T-Roy. The BOYZ basically kept the
This album has something for flavor ofthe original by the use
everyone. There isan interest- ofcarefullyplaced samplesand
ingblendofR&B,Hip-Hopand authenticrecreation ofthebass
Reggae displayed on this al- lines. Kick in a lively rap from
bum. This could turn out to be the overweight lover himself
a very wise business move by to accompany the soulful vocal
Heavy D. & The BOYZ in this work of Aaron Hall the lead
current wave ofuniversally in- singer from Guy. "Now That
fluenced music listeners. We FoundLove"isinmyopin-
These three forms ofmusic are ion the best R&B song on the
constantly sneaking into each album, it effectivelycovers this
others domain and Heavy D. category.
isn't the first and won't be Moving right along on
the last to try to make a this musical collage we come
pretty piece off this trend. I upon the next stop on thejour-
like all forms of music and ney: the Hip-Hop stop. Com-
believe that all artists are ing thru, above and beyond
.influenced by each -of them. the rest ofthe album is a selec-
It's just that I think that if tion called "Don't Curse." This
you wish to present this kind trackfeaturesacastofrappers
of combination in your mu- from all the various styles of
sical creations YO\l should Hip-Hop (yes, there is more
On
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PREREQUISITES
- '~ .
a,placefor
eve hing
Want to p,et it togetherjor scbool toitbout a hassle? Conran's
Habitat is the affordable place to go for great designs in
desks. Ia mps. sofa sleepers. chairs. bookcases. desle
accessories. sheets. tau els ... just about erervtbing you need
to get organizedfor school. .Aud as your bonus for bei12lj. so
together. toell give you a great free gift untb anypurcbase of
$50 or more trbile supplies last. Plusfill in the coupon belou:
bring it to any Conran's Habuat by Wed~y,Sept.11th. and
you could ""i~ a
WANTED: "C'oppertone Spring Break Trip."
student representative to promote trips to
Cancun, Nassau, Barbados, Jamaica, Daytona
and Orlando. Best programs avallable -
ANYWHERE••.earn cash, ,ree trips, plus more.
Can for more information 1-800-222-4432
(9:00am - 5:00pm)
.The Student Center Program Board is looking for
an aerobics instructor. Come to Room 212 in the I,
Student Center, 137 E.22 St. for more information.
WANTED: Overweight People
L ~
~--------------------------------,
Name of Paper ---,-----__
Address _
To Lose 10 - 30 Ibs.
within the next 30 days
with our
Cellular Nutrition
Weight Loss Program.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Name of Sch 001 _
gift certificate
to help get you started. Lookfor details at the store.
I Name _--:- _
I
I
I
I
I
I
conran's-habitat Call our 24 hr. hotHne
(212-629-2078)
. Dr. Recommended
res men.
Freshmenl
I-----~~ .........en. ).
Thursday, September 5
1:00 to' 2:00 .pm (Club Hours)
Auditorium I 1st Floor
17 Lexington Avenue at 23rd Street
FREE
GRADUATE ADMISSIONS
SEMINARS!
Come to a Kaplan seminar this Fall and we'll show
~ou how to score high on the LSAT, GMAT 'and
GRE and demystify the law school/graduate school
admissions process. . .
LSAT: September 4 (6-8PM)
Septemb.er 11 & 2S (12-1PM)
Bring a lunch & join us
GMAT: September 4 (Mini-Lesson - 6PM)
September 11 (6-8PM)
October 9 (12-1PM)
Bring a lunch & join us
GRE: September 2() (6-8PM)
"
CALL NOW! (212) 977-8200
131 West 56th Street, New York, NY 10019
l STANI.EY H. KAPlAN. Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances
Join Your Classmates and
Meet the Faculty and Administration of
Baruch College
.• , ••••••••••• ~-.: - •• -~, -.I.."t.'_. I
I l ; : . .- ~ , -~ .~ .' ). : I ; ! - - - - .. - - -- --- -. -, - -- .-.- --"-- - _. - - - - - - - - - - - -'
. ' ,
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Canarsie: Prelude to Crown Heights
Friendly R8V~ AI Sharpton being led tohis sedan afterprolest.·
.-
PfHIcllRn'III .
create more problems." She· melon. Heendbiafiie~fnma::f
did not immediately elaborate the black Chevy quickly' ate ~
on what this role they were to the evidence as tbe cops closed ~
assume did include, but went in. -rrhe~s(Sharpton) going to Z
ontolambastthepressCorwhat . insult white people rm going~
she called its role in over-sen- to insult him right back," he (I)
sat.1onalizing the racial ten- said defiantly through a ~
sions issue. mouthful of watermelon. Ris-~
ingabove the differencesofthe CD
To Media: Get It Right; To adults were the young white a.
Sharpton: Stay Out and black children who played ~
together as other youngsters~
ogled the flashy uniforms of co
the motor patrolmen. Though (0
milestones in hate were seem- ~
ingly reached with every step
of'themarch.theyoungatheart
also were unfazed bywhat they
saw. Towards the last stretch
ofthe march, one racially inte-
grated block short of Foster
Ave., a man, a resident who
searching for the lighter side
toa tense situation, got upftom
a lounge chair to standatophis
.. car in the driveway and
shouted to the marchers and
the police, their relief evident
as they approached the last
.fifty yards of the trek: "Free .
John Gotti!" His black neigh-
.bor ~ reclini ng on another
lounge chair, shared his en-
thusiasm and humor and
roared with laughter. "Free
John Gotti!" shouted the first
again, spreadinghis arms as if
he were about to takeflight. In
response the cops on the
Barleys revved the engines
which roared too.
In 1975, Joseph Elias, a white
parent and local school board
official, supported a zoning
plan to integrate junior high
schools in Canarsie's District
18. For his troubles, in March
ofthe same year,his home was
. firebombed. In 1990, a black
couple, Wilfred and Agnis
Phillip, after years of saving,
finally bought a home on East
91stStreet.Ittoo-wastorched.
Citing 35 years of racial har-
mony, Blackburn exhorted the
tenant group to show its tgood
cooperation between different
ethnic groups by participating
in planned neighborhood dem-
onstrations," These demon-
strations are still forthcoming
as of this writing.
At one point in the meeting,
Eyewitness News' Rolanda
Watts requested to videotape
the group. Rose Thaler, presi-
dent of the tenant's associa-
tion, deniedherrequestatfirst
but reconsidered, feeling they
could get.the media to work in .
their favor by showing coop-
eration between blacks and Politicians: UsuallyVocal,Con-
whites. WhenWattswasasked spic:uously Silent
of she felt the media had hurt
the community, she said she Although attention on racial
could notresplndto the que8;. tensionshasbeenrefocusedon
tion. -rmWorking,"she said. the Crown Heights section of
A resident of the houses, Brooklyn and Canaraie has
. Haddie Brooks, questioned calmed, elected officials - Rep-
.,: ·~·8ome;orthe·~,ms_D';' r.e••i:lt.ave~·. Chari"!,:' ,,~. ,
.' -aet"ore. an of these demon-Schumer, City COuDcdman .
:; .',~JitratiQDSXQATd1iriW..A~~g- ~H~i6~ '.. ~.~ ~, ...tJ~.ft.l~·~, ,.~~~-'~~'------.-"
. nity shouldn't they ask' the Senator Howard E., Babush,
people"'jh.-1fve there if they and Assemblymen AnthonyJ.
want· ("]!1~~~ if they feel a Genovesi reputedly
march would hurt or help the Brooklyn's most liberal white .
community?" She added, «We politicians, then as now have
believe we don't need to bring remained strangely silent, un-
infive:b'lsJ9ftdsofpeople. They like their vocal.constituents.
stirup~leandleave.They Several ofthe lawmakers ex-
don'tliVe~h-~re. We do and we pressed no interest' in engag-
don't need1:o blow this place mg in diatribes against
up." Sharpton, who organized Sharpton feeling that it would
marches in Bensonhurst after be counterproductive. Before
the ~rder of black teenager: gettingintothe white Fordthat
Yus~f.Hawkins~ said the . hadbroaghthimto FosterAve.,
neighborhood's response Was Sharptonvowed toretum: "I'll
"worse than Bensonhurst." be back. WIth twice as. many
Exactlytwo weeks later in nextweek." A,Jthough;theprob-
Crown Heights, a march at the lems in Crown Heights .h~~e
end of four nights of rioting required Sharpton's full efforts
sparkedbythedeathofaseven- and he has been unable toful-
year-oldGavin Catokilled bya fill his promise, Canarsie resi-
ear driven by a Hasidic- Jew, dents have no doubt that he
with more than twice the num- will return. An editorial in the
berofdemonStrator's was rela- Canarsie Digest, a weekly
tivel'y peaceful, though the newspaper, reflected this sen-
peace' was deemed temporary timentandhadaeav~tforthe
and- possible 'only because of local politicians. It read, -Just
the Sabbath observed by the rememberthatwhen Sharpton
Hasidim. i~~ng in your neighbor-
Reportersfi~ycaught up ~You invited him by say-
to Joey~ .who ~Lon.a ingnc)tbing."·
dumpster holding 'a water- -: -.'
.~
mostly Italian working-class
neighborhood, ~e attacks,
which have been largely by
whites' on blacks, include an
incident on August first when
a 26-year-oldblackman, Mark
Michael, WaS slashed in the
ann by four' white men who
chasedhini arile ran trying to
get himself aJld his two-year-
old daughter away from the
aggressors, who screamedob-
scenities at .them. in a play- ..
groundoftheBayViewHouses. '
This incidentprompted Laura
Blaekburn, chairwoman-oftile
New York City Housing,Au-
thoritY, to call an emergency
m~ting ·atthe Bay View
Housesmanagementofticeand
addresstheissueofracialstrife
in their project' of 5,000 ten.:
ants. Blackburn urged the ra-
cially-mixed tenantrepresen-
tatives··to take·~more 88ser- .
tive ~eadershiprolein·thec:om­
munity, which did not iDdude
.participating in any march .
with.outsiders-peaceful«oth-
erwise, beeauseit would-only
then still undergoing repairs
for fire .damage, and back to
the precinct and the buses
waiting in the parking area
across from it. Canarsie which
was 80 percent white in 1980is
today 25 percent "other." The
Fillmore, which 'received a
court order ~in 1989 to show
homes to minority buyers af-
ter a three-year investigation
determined their brokers were
steering black prospects away
from the-area, was firebombed
a few days after workers there
reported receiving phone calls
from people anxious about
Canarsie's changing demo-
graphics admonishing them
_not to show Canarsie proper-
.'ties to blacks. A 20-year-old
white male, BrianFining ,has
been picked up as a suspect in
the firebombing.
Said a Baruch student and
Canarsie resident who did not
wish to be identified, "I don't
understand why the media is
so one-Sided. Why--is it you
only hear about it when mi-
noritiesare the victims?" He
went on to explain, "A.white
womanwasslashedwithabro-
kenbottlebya black womanin
P.S.114 school yal'd. That
wasn~t on the news!" Since
July first, 11~dentsofbiaS
have~ ~n;~.in·.·thia
AboutDemographicsAnd Fear
A young, bareehested boy held
awatermelon on 'high out the
back of the truck, tantalizing
white .spectators and teasing
the reporters who chased the
truck down Foster Ave. hoping
to speak wi th the passengers.
They would get their chance
later.
Protester Danny Payne wore
a T-shirt that read, "Bo Knows
Racism"and carrieda sign that
further provoked the residents.
It read, "The White Man IsThe
Devil." Whitesandblacks from
Canarsie were equally divided
in their opinions of the march
and its leader as they were
aboutthe issues that prompted
it. 'Said one Baruch student
who watched the march from
his yard, "I've got nothing
against theblacks that I know;
it's the ones that I don't who
scare me and my family. They
come. over from Brownsville
andfuckthis place up..TheYre
the oneswhogiveblackshere a
bad name." Nearby, a woman
handedout pamphlets for the
PopulistParty, which works to .
legitimize ·thatcause ofwhite
supremacy. Bill Kregler, of
those Interviewed; one of the
few to give his name, said,
"Canarsie is one of the last
decent neighborhoods in
Brooklyn, with Blaek families
whose history and reputation
are impeccable." He contin-
ned, Speaking 10ucl1y over the
shouts of "white power" and
other guttural expletives that
came from.:llis peers,all white
malesin~their.mid·,forties.'$gt. .
Fred Hazel and.now Inspector
Bill Wallace and his -gold-
shield-seeking'copsoftheBias
Unitarehere. Thatunit's stan-
dardsofclassifyingbiaserimes
is more biased than the crime
itself, and rely mainly on how
much mediaattention it can
draw. It' took Dinkins eight
months to go to a Korean gr0-
cery andone clayfor him to get
here and chastise our,coininu-
nity.· The officers to which
Kreg1er made referei1~work
out of the 69th precinct. 'nte
precinct at 9720 F~r Ave.
marked the start paint «the
.mai'ehwhichCCJlltinue:d to9301
Flatlands Ave. the site of the
Fillmore Real Estate office,
- .
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News Analysis
By Eric Loyola
On saturday, Aug. 10, race
wasn't the only barrier that
s~ be~een the predonri-
nantly white residents of
Canarsie, who had come out of
their homes and onto their
streets and lawns to exercise
theirconstitutionallyprotected
right to be racist, just as the
400 marchers had come to ex-
ercise their right to peaceful
assembly and to exercisetheir
legs in a two mile march pro-
testing acts of unwavering
specificity and hate against
.minorities. Separating the
spectatorsand nativists, many
who taunted and waved the
American flag, others who
sought to dramatize their per-
ceptions of Afro-American di-
etary measures by holding
watermelons aloft, from the .
mostly black marchers led by
the Rev.' AI Sharpton, were
physical barriers of wood and'
flesh; the police sawhorses and
the men and women ofthe Po-
lice Community Affairs 'Divi-
sion. The plainclothes person-
nel sported light blue wind-
breakers over light blue bul-
Iet-proofvestaand guns tucked
. at .their waists.·
.
As part ofa contingent oftwo
hundred officers, there~s was
the task of keeping the peace
march as such and ensuring
the safetyofthemarchers. "It's
funny, but there's more coPs
than blackpeople," said a fif-
teen-year-old girl from the
neighborhood. Flanki~them
on all four sides were 49 motor
patrol officers ridingHarley's
shinyfrom disuse. The consid-
erable police presence- was in-
sufficient- to deter: skinheads
and bystanders from hurling
epithets that would make
Crown Heightsblushabove the
heads of media members who
kept pace with the proeession
andbelowthe police helicopter
which hovered over the area.
But if they weTe made sepa-
rate by all those elements,
-rheir heads are in the same .
place," said one memberuthe
Crisis Intervention Unit, who
asked for anonymity. Some
black demonstrators carried
baxesofRonzonimanicottiand
. ~oth~r~in response tothe
. drive-byharassmentofablack
Chevy utility truck sprayed
withscurrilous,racist slagans.
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Ditko), the Fantastic Four, the"~ ,
Uncanny X-Men(the fi~st&
bunch ofmutants), the Sil- _ .
ver Surfer, Iron Man, 'and;:
even revived a Kirby 40'8:0;
creation that had been un-~
, - , 0-published for 12 years, ~
Captain America. The 60's ~
were an extension of what ~,
D.C. began in the 40's super en
, • CDheroes Yiere allover comlc"'9.
book covers, The biggest 3
impact that Lee and Kirby CT
made on the industry was ~
that they meshed great short ~',
story writingwith excellentart. co'
It was evident from this point ~
on that comic books were fast
becoming an art form.
Thirtyyearshave passed
since' Lee and Kirby first'
penned Fantastic Four #1 and
Marvel maintains its industry
lead. Though many compa-
nies have tried to knock Mar-
vel from the top spot; not one
has succeeded.
The Future
The price ofcomic books
has escalated from 12 centsan
issue to thecurrentpriceofone
dollarover the last thirtyyears.
Some books have costs of$2 to
$4.95 depending on quality of
paper and print that is used to
produce an issue. The sale of
Marvel Comics has increased
from the hundredofthousands
ofissues during the 70's to the
millions of the 90's. .All in all,
.. , basic distribution hasdoubled;
In July of1990, Spiderman #1,
'·'a new Spiderman book drawn '
by the industries hottest
writer, Todd MacFarlE;ll')e, sur-,
passed a record 3 million sales.
•• ~ 1
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me know. The average price
for a Golden Age book can ac-
tually range from as low 8,8$15
to as high as $50,000.
The Golden Age intro-
duced Batman, SUPerman,The
Human Torch, Sub Mariner, .
The Flash, Green Lantern,
Captain America and hun-
dreds ofheroes that are still in
print today.
The Silver Age
Like all good things, the
Golden Age came to an end
about 1960 and a 'new com-
pany emerged to claim the top
ranking. Unlike the Golden
Age, which was dominated by
manycompanies, mostnotable
National Periodicals or D.C.
Comics as it is called today,
Marvel Comics, an offspring of
Timely Comics ofthe 40~s, has
been the leader since it's re-
lease of the Fantastic Four #1
in 1961. '
What made Marvel so
dominant was the creative
team of Stan Lee and Jack
Kirby. Lee and Kirby created
'the Incredible Hulk,
Spiderman(with artist Steve
. • • • - "J,: -... "" .. •• "I> - ,""I" -.a '& .. ...,.-:".... .. -., ., " ..
'Eaking the I.SA"f, GMAT, GRE. or MCAT again?
The student whose 2CtU2I test score shows the
'greast improwmcDt over 1m oe her previous score
wins SlOOO!No purchase necessary. Ask Kapbn for .
~. -
ItcsD Nos. XX3291 AG~8A
Don't miss Kaplan's SCoreFest!
EnroUmem for f3ll classes is filling
up fast, Solook for your Kaplan
campus rep wearing this T-shirt, or
call K2plan today:
(212) 977-8200
f' STANLEY H. KAPLAN,·. EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
131 West 56th street
New York, NY 10019
,'WIN~SlOOO!
THERE'S STILL TIME TO PREPARE FOR THE
OCToBER GRADUATEENTRANCE EXAMS!
, ,
, Kaplan, #1 in rest prep and the world's largest test
prep organization has designed a curriculum to
, 'prepare you for the all-new LSAT.This isn't a cut _
version. You receive the same number or-hours of live
'-1ristructr6n~::-SiUIie-J1umber ofclasses.. .all in time-to
take the October 5th LSAT. It's a last-chance course
'for those who still want the highest possible score on
the LSAT. '
0" --'~W;tboutKr;qJlan, I wouJdn'.t-bave been able to do
tbe exam at all. "
~.K., Chicago
It's KaplaIl for preparationfor the LSAT, GMAT,
GRE and MCAT too. Free diagnostic rests, specialized
courses to help you with all the skills and strategies
you need to succeed, plus an "advance look" at exam-
type questions before you face them. And there's still
time to enroll, now, before the October exams.
"Kaplan belped me boost my GMATscore by 120
, points:'
T.O., Minneapolis
''Kaplim gave me theconfidence I needed to achieveesceuence .,
JoK-, ~hington. D.C.
, KaptanteSt preparation doesn't end in the
classroom, either. With these Kaplan courses, you
receive an 2Ccb.irned home study resource packet
plus speci2l.i2Jed study aids. And you can review
, , course rruw=rials and 12ke sample testS during our
convenient study hours at any Kaplan TEST-N-
TAPEGt audio stUdy lab. No other test preparation
company gives you all this back-up and support.
nized crime can be dangerous
and damaging physically .as
well as emotionally.
For the fans out there
who just truly love Chris-
tian Slater, Patrick
Dempsey, Richard Grieco,
and Costas MandylorT sug-:
gest you go see "Mobsters"
and see these talented guys
in action. "Mobsters" gives
the audience the unexpected
as ,well as the expected.
Many of us would probably ,
agree that it should have been
a much longer movie though.
per heroes without the neces-
~brute strength. America's
obsession with flying and ,the
.... introduction ofjet planes tran-
scended into comic books as
. well.
For instance, more than
halfoftheheroesin the Golden
Age could fly. This medium
which was once dormant was
now taking off!!
Comic books of the
Golden Age were also used to
rally up America's youth
against its enemies of World
War II. You would always
find heroes like Captain
America fighting off Nazi
spies and sabatours on, the
streets of New York, or the
SubMariner fighting off
Kamikazi planes in the Pa-
cific. One of the most in-
teresting things you might
come across in any Golden
Age issue is an ad for United
States War Bonds, that is if
you can afford a Golden Age
book. For example, the first
appearance of Superman in'
Action #1 is .priced around,
$30,000, and ifyou find one let
comic books that has no end in
sight. The super hero revolu-
tioni zed the industry. There
was a radical shift in comic
,book philosophy, what was
once dominated by love sto-
ries, cowboys and horror tales..
was now flocked with Super-
man clones and costumed he-
roes with powers ranging from
the mystic arts and smarts to
raw strength.
The creation offancy de-
vices like Batman's utility belt
and the Sandman's sleeping
gun became trademark for su-
gether. Lansky does not be-
lieve in violence, although, he
would fight if the circum-
stances demanded it.
Richard Grieco ("21
Jump Street," "If Looks
Could Kill") portrays Bugsy
Siegel a rather unpredict-
able mobster and of course
.since we already, mentioned '
the businessman, he must be
the ladies man.
There are some scenes
with Nicholas Sadler as Mad
Dog Coll, His scenes can be
exhilarating and give 'the au-
dience a view on how orga-
MOBSTERS
Have you every bought,
collected, read or even de-
stroyed a comic book? "Do the '
words, "nuff said," or "Excel-
sior," mean anything to you?
What about the names Clark
Kent, Reed Richards, Peter
Parker, Stan Lee or Bruce
WaYne, do they ring a bell?
If you have answered yes, to
any of these questions then
this is the column for you.
Superman has done more for
the industry than any other
character since. His first ap-
pearance began a genre in
\ ,
Continued from Page 20
("YoungGuns II,""Robin Hood:
Prince of Thieves"). "Lucky"
was a nickname given to
Charlie because everyone who
knew him felt he was. lucky to
be alive but Charlie believed it
had nothing to do with luck. It
is yet another great perfor-
mance by the young actor who
win be seen in an upcoming
movie by Universal Films
called "Ruffs."
Patrick Dempsey is
Meyer Lansky, the business-
man of the group and tries his
best to keep all of them to-
~
M.G.: If I have to ad-
dress every particular rumor
and every particular action
that this person or that person
is alleging is my idea or my
philosophy or my ideology, I
don't think I would be able to
take one stepforward. Ihaven't
heard that one yet. The School
of Education is a viable and
important impetus within
Baruch College, especiallynow,
when there is a tremendous
shortage of well-qualified and
trained teachers in the New
York City high school system.
We havean obligation to tryto
attract people into the' field of
teaching, which I believe is a
very noble andexciting profes-
sion. I believe that the School
ofEducation shouldbeinvolved
in helping to address that
shortfall.
dictinga major shortfall in fac-
ulty that will beoceurring by
the turn of the century. That
there is just pot a sufficient
number offaculty, period, that
are in graduate schools that
will be' needed to addressthe
demands for faculty in' univer-
sities in the United States.
That's going to be a big prob-
lem.
Most uruversl6ei=8ie now pre-
IT: The lastpoint I want
to make on Middle States is
that they're having their own
problems now with the Ll.S.
Department ofEducation, and
I want to know what you think
is going to become of that.
IT: There are people who
believe thatyou support a plan
that would ultimately do away
with the School of Education
at Baruch.
M.G.: Middle States has
just delivered a report to the
secretary of Education basi-
cally addressing their justifi-
cationfor using cultural diver-
sity as criterion in the evalua-
tion of colleges. I don't know
what Lamarre Alexander, the
secretary of Education, is go-
ingtodo. We'll see. We'llknow
the results of this recommen-
dation in the next several
months. There is now a na-
tional debate going on with
respect to people on both sides
of the issue. My position is
that we live in a city that is a
very very rich, multicultural
city. I think that we ought to
be reflecting on our campus
what our city reflects. Except
that I preface that by saying
that I don't care who the per-
son is that you bring in,
whether it's a white male,
whether it is a black female,
whether it's a Hispanic or any
kind of individual who wants
tobe successful at Baruch Col-
lege, we have an obligation to
bring in well-qualified people,
, 'andthathas to~berace~invari-
ant. It' has to be ethnicity-
invariant. We have an obliga-
tion to our students to give
them the best possible educa-
tion so that their degree and
their reputation is viewed in
an unimpeachable way rela-
tive to people who are compet-
ing with them for jobs. I'm
committed to do that.
whoisthe chanceIlorofU.P.R.,
who is interestedin working
with me at Baruch. coopera-
tively on a Ph.D. program in
business at the Rio Piedras
campus. I told him that one of
my interests in this is to at-
tract qualified young people
from Puerto Rico who are in-
terested in pursuing Ph.D. pro-
grams in business and that I
think that Baruc~ is an appro-
priate place for them to study
and ultimately work. And he
will be coming to visit Baruch,
I believe sometime in October,
and we're going to try to see if
we can structure a relation-
ship where this can happen.
We're starting to see
this around the country, that
people are addressing this is-
sue in this way. And it's not
just minority students. It's all
students of all races and
ethnicities. We're just not see-
ing sufficient numbers of stu-
dentsgoingfor Ph.D. programs.
member. I think that we need
to work harder in those places
than we have before to try to
identify more people and sell
this institution as an interest-
ing and exciting place to be a
facul ty member.
We also need to work
very hard to develop the pool,
to develop a richer pool. And
that means starting to engage
people of all races, male, fe-
male to go and pursue Ph.D.
programs. We were successful
this year in convincing the
Aaron Diamond Foundation to
give a sizable grant to this Col-
lege to address the issue of
attracting minority students
into Ph.D. programs. If we
can't find sufficient numbers
in the pool, then we have an
obligation to try to enrich the
pool. I'm prepared to do that.
Ijustcame back from a
visit to the Rio Piedras campus
oftheUniversityofPuertoRico
and met with Juan Fernandez,
A panel of business experts from across
the nation will examine:
• Packaging Yourself for Success
• ,Gaining the Competitive Advantage
• Selecting the Right MBA Program
• The Rewards of Black Ph.D.'s in Business
• Citibank Business Ethics Game
The NBMBAA Student Conference and Career Fair will be held in
coojWlCtion with the 13th Annual NBMBAA National Conference
and Exposition, "EmJX)wennent Through Unity, EdUC3:tion and.Equity,"
September 18-22. Student registtation for the entire 5-day conference
is $175 with a copy of current student identification.
For more infonnation, call the National Black MBA Association
Conference line at (312) 245-1570.
dent Joel Segall looked for
qualified minority applicants?
Remember that his claim was
that there are not enough mi-
nority Ph.D.'s, which has been
backed up by many different
reports and articles and schol-
arly publications.
ASSOCIA11ON. INC.
NfII10NAl
SlACK
• American Express
• Coca Cola
• Eastman Kodak
• Exxon Corporation
• Ford
• General Motors
• Hewlett Packard
and more ...
Booths manned by recruiters from
over 150 top u.s. firms will be on
hand to recruit for corporate positions
including:
,TT: With regard to mi-
nori ty hiring, where are you
going to look that's any differ-
ent from where former Presi-
ADMISSION IS FREE WITH A ONE-PAGE TYPED RESUME.
A unique
cartier 'OPPOft[jf,-;ry-foo'e~cifmg"-fOml"-,
. -.'. and it's free!
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THE CAREER FAIR THE STUDENT CONFERENCE
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 1:30 p.m, to 4:45 p.m,
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r- worthy of support. That's one
•
__ of my major jobs- to supple-
~ ment revenue coming into the
~ College, which has been defi-
'V cient in that area historically.
- .~ If we are successful in doing
E that then there will be a muchabetter chance of getting the
~ kinds ofresources to deal with M.G.: The reality of the
some ofthe problems that I've pool inscience and in business
mentioned- the social kinds is that minority students are
ofproblems, the amenities, the relatively new in going in and
support services that students getting Ph.Dr's. So. it's true.
desperately need. That would- There aren't nearly as many
have a dramatic impact on the 'minority students in the Ph.D.
matter in which students are level in the area offinance and
able to have a successful ca- in accountancy and other busi-
reer at Baruch. ness areas, and in some of the
arts and sciences as well. So
we have to work hard to con-
vince people that are in that
pool that this is an interesting
place to be a partofas a faculty
, .
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-ing ballc1ub. They have mas-
terfully added a blend ofexpe-
riencetotheiryoungteam with
the off-season
acquisition of third baseman
Terry Pendleton. and first
baseman Sid Bream.
.Pendleton wasa free agent that
nobody wanted, Atlanta took a
chance which has paid offgreat
dividends, a strong candidate
forMVP.
Atlanta's Cinderella season
will corne to a screech\ng halt
when they face the Pitates in
the NLCSa Pittsburgh will win
in five games.
The Minnesota Twins will
squeak by the Toronto-
BlueJays in a series that can
possibly go seven games.
Finally, the 1991 World Se-
ries Champions will be the
Pittsburgh Pirates. This will
be a good series" at least better
than last years. Living in New
York, like last year, no one will
care.
R>r this Woman it's~r eyesight,
for someone etse-a mightPe. _
arthritis or maybe they just can't
cope. The fact is, lastyear 4.
million Americans got thi ~lp they.
needed from IRS \blunteer·
Assistance Programs.
If you have the desir.e to help
and abasicapti~ for math, you
could become apartof the IRS
\blunteer Assistance Programs.
The programs are year-round
and open toany company,
organization or individual that
would like togive something back
to their community. The training is
free and the rewards are enriching.
So volunteer and please qtJI
1800 829-1040. .:. :";"f'"
Volunteer and bel, IIiute
someone's taxes less taxing.
old a piece of tape
up to JODI" eyes, dim the lights
and try to fiB out JOur taxes.
Now JOU're seeing things·fronI
her point of view.
season'sfrom Kelly Gruberand relieface, also give them a big
Joe Carter, they will still mus- edge. Nobody else in this divi-
ter up enough offense to win sion will even come close.
this very weak division. National LeagueEast: The
Detroit will hang tuff, how-Pittsburgh Pirates will edge
ever, their powerful offense out the surprising St. Louis
won'tbeable to over come their -Cardinals. ManagerJoeTorre
neighbors to the north. The hashis clubplayinggreatbase-
Boston Red Sox, with Roger ball, but Bonds and Bonilla
"the Rocket" Clemens, just will lead the, Pirates to their
don't have enough. second consecutive division
Everyone else in this division, title. The Cardinals, doing it
forget it. with mirrors, will keep close
American League West: _ the rest of the way, but they'll
The Minnesota Twins will win fade away in the end. Asfaras
this division, in a runaway. In anyone else in the division, no
a very talented division, Tom chance. The otherexcitingrace
kelly's crewis playing the most in this division is between the
inspiring ball, by far. Kelly MetsandthePhillies,forfourth
seeks his second World Cham- place.
pionship and has pushed all National League West:
the right buttons on this over Surprise! Surprise! The win-
achieving club. They have a ner here will be the Atlanta
great pitching staffled by POS7 ~ Braves. The :youth of the
sible Cy Young winner Scott Braves will prevail over the
Erickson. Rookie sensation, experience ofTommy Lasorda
second baseman Chuck and the Strawber.ry led L.A.
Knoblauch andex-Mets pitcher Dodgers.
Rick Aguilera, now the Twins The Braves.ha~ a very excit-
1 .
By Joseph Sepcaru .
.The signs that summer is
clearly coining to a conc1~~on
are in the air. The days are
shorter, school is beginning,
football season hasarrivedand
the baseball pennantraces are
heating up. Well, -call your
bookies and place your bets,
here are this years divisional
winners.
American League East:
The Toronto BlueJays are far
andaway theclass ofthis divi-
sion even though they haven't
performed like it.
Regardless of their various of-
fensive woes, pitching will pull
them through to a division
championship. Ifthere is any-
thing to the old adage, "Pitch-
ing is 90% of the game," the
BlueJayswill winhands down.
With the ace of the staff, Dave
Steib, out for the year, the key
midseason acquisition of Tom
Candiotti, from Cleveland,
makes this fine staff one of
baseballs best. PeSJ'i~ ~r
The World Series Race:
. '
Who's Goirrg and Why
e
All are welcome.
..'
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Thursday, September 12,1991
12:35 - 2:40 (Club Hours)
Room 301£ in the Student Center
Feel free to drop by anytime if you are not able to attend.
You are cordially invited to attend
The student newspaper of Baruch College
is looking for neaple interested in :
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Refreshlllents will be served. A Public Service of I:tII .::::~-F8i\ThISPuoncaton &~ Senric:e ~III
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582.30
987.00
Family
Rate
1,873,20
5
460.80
731.10
5258.90
Individual
Rate
"Although Ameri-
cans enjoy rights
which are the envy
of the world,
Americans have no
right to health
care." .
Better Late Than Never
marginally employed." The ment, but mostly the frustra-
majoremployers of marginal tionthat a parent feels in
labor, which inc1udesfirst-time watching achild pretend to eat
workers, part-time workers liver. All this until recently,
and the retired seeking to In June, Senate Democrats
supplement pensions, are the submitted theirhealth care bill
small companies already strug- and Senate majority leader
gling in an unsteady economy. George Mitchell espoused it
Outlinedin SenatorKennedy's completely, makingit the most
"bill was a .cost estimate Qr .SE!pously consigered..ID:p.PQ~l .
,~800per employee. '-r.oday, in.healthal~legislatioo..Sen-
comparable coverage for fed- ate Republicans, who de-
eral employees costs $3,500 a nounced the idea of requiring
year," says Motley. "Adding a employers to provide coverage
couple of thousand more per and are preparing to introduce
employee to existing opera- their own bill, attribute Demo-
tional costs will give pause to cratic zealousness to their de-
employers; they'll considerlay- sire to make health care a domi-
ing off, or at least cutting the nant issue inthe 1992 election.
hours of their workers." Ex- At a news conference at the
perts say that every ten' per- Capitol, Senator Mitchell, like
the other principal authors of
the bill, Sense Kennedy (D.,
Mass.), Donald Reigel (D.,
, Mich), and John ROckefeller
(D.,W.Va.), denied this. "It is
our intention to make law, not
make a political statement,"
said Mr. Mitchell. As in 1988,
their proposal would require
businesses to offer health cov-
erage to their employees or
contribute_ to a new public
health insuranceplan. Though
united in their commitment to
overhaulingthe nation'shealth
system byyear-end, the Demo-
crats are disunified in what
they want as a solution. But
many are inclined to favor the
Canadian model in which gov-
ernment regulates hospital
budgets and doctorS fees and
guaranteeshealthcoveragefor
all citizens. If not that- nor
,._~ethi~ sim~~_~
isdetermined todosomething.
And why'not'? Perhaps Wm-
&ton Churchill's' vote of confi-
dence, uttered long ago, ex-
plailUi it all: ..Amerieans can
always be relied on to do the
right tbingafter they have ex-
haustedan the other possibili-
ties.-
NUt 1Duc'111111l7"lJ1la HortA 0(
. tM1JordDo: Cold but Covered in
CtJNJdo
cent.increase in the minimum
wage represents a two percent
loss in the number ofmarginal
jobs. "To insure everyone,"
Motley adds, ·would break
many companies,"
Effective April 1. 1991
TraditionPLUSSMQuarterly Rates
New Yark Region
TraditianPLUS Comprehensive Hospital
and Major Medical Program?"
TraditionPLUS Wraparound Hospital
and Major Medical ProgramSM'
.TraditianPLUSHospital Program SM'
••
Empire
.... BlueCross~"., I. Blue Shield
ASeptember 6hearin!l could cap these rates, which have been targeted for yet another proposed increase.
Cutting'Out Middlemen
According to Ann Miller of
Healthcare Knowledge Sys-
'"terns, America's medical bill
was $687 billionlastyear, and
is expected to rise 20 percent
every following. To contain
thesecostssomeeompaniesare
leap-frogging. over insurers to
deal directly with doctors and
Economy & Business
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National Health Care: Just Whatthe Doctor Ordered? ~
With 37 million Uninsured Americans, There Is Consensus That Something Needs To Be Done, i
Though None Exists About What To Do 'g
CD
-
Tuition Least ofWorries
Insurers like Empire Blue
Cross! Blue Shield have made
genuine efforts to avoid exclu-
sions, accepting all applicants
in some states. Yet, a glimpse
at their rate card for the New
York region shows another
form of discrimination. The
cheapest individual rate is
$1,035.60a year. Thisno-fri1ls
coverage is perfunctoryat best
and leaves the purchaser to
pray for the best. It does not
provide basic medical, nor
major medical. To benefit, a
patient needs to suffer suffi-
ciently to require hospitaliza-
tion; but'if it's common as a
cold or extremely serious, he's
27
By Eric Loyola
Mark Twain said that there
are three kinds of lies: Iies,
damn lies, and statistics. But
if a momentary suspension of
disbeliefis possible and statis-
ticiansare given the generous
benefit of doubt, then Ameri-
cans can cringe at figures of-',
ten-used and claiming that 37
million oftheirfellows have no
health insurance and 50 mil-
lion more have insurance that
", win not pay for a.nything be-
yond an appendectomy, which
retails for $837 and hospital
stay is extra. The latter group
comprises what the American
Financial ServicesAssociation,
a trade group for financial ser-
vices providers, refers toas the
people one major illness away
from bankruptcy, And it gets
worse.
Last year health insurers
blacklisted more than forty
industries and occupations in
an effort to curtail losses. De-
clared ineligible to buy insur-
ance are people in a variety of
occupations ranging from bar-
tender togasstationattendant. on his own. Real peaceofmind securing discounts ten to 30
N.Y. insurance brokers re- costs a hefty piece of change. percent off the regular doctor
questing anonymity provided The wraparound hospital and or hospital fees. A list com-
lists tohealth care watchdogs. major medical program costs piled by Ron Wilson ofthe Wall
Not only do the lists include $2,924.40. "The price alone is Street Journal reveals the
businesses that understand- enough to makeyousick," quips strategies of companies in dif-
ablyare anathemato insurers, Stephen Crarie, a health policy ferent industries. Digital
'likemlinftionsandniiriing,but analyst at Boston University Equipment Co. recently con-
the mundane like service sta- and doctor. "Everyone pays tracted with Harvard.Commu-
tioris;notek~restaurants,and more. Under the current sys- nity Health Plan ofBrookline,
.' -ii~<tcar~dea1~R 1'!~.~,-~m",uiip?idfiealtbcosts-nof'-" '''Mass~-~-a''health-maIntenance'
list-though not surprisingly," cover~~_byinsurancearetrans- organization (HMO). HMOs
given theclimateofparanoia- -t i, receive a prearrangedmonthly
are physicians. Henry "This no fri1ts - fee for each enrolled employee
Raymond, directorofinsurance . and employ doctors orcontract
and provider relations at coverage IS with them for full-time service.
Health Insurance Association perfunctory at Because it's Digitals first year
of America, an insurer trade with the HMO, no savings fig-
group in Washington, citesrea- best, and leaves ures are available. But the
sons for exclusions that may holding company for Southern
seemmystifying, "Insurer ex- the purchaser to California Edison{SCE) saved
elusions are based on profit $38 million in two years. With
and loss experiences. Natu- pray for the best." its internal health care divi-
rally, lumber yards and sani- sionof250 staffmembers, SCE
tation companies have fre- ferred through higher rates to manages and owns ten clinics
quent employee accidents and everyone who does have insur- afid supervises a network of
are probably not profitable to ance," he says to explain why 7,500 doctors, 85 hospitals, and
the insurer," he says. "Now, rates have become prohibitive 155 pharmacies. Direct con-
motels, conveniencestores, and particularly to students. On tracting works for large cein-
salons employ many part-tim- Friday, September 6, a formal panies with money to spend
ers. Theseindustriesthathave public hearing presided ·over. and an informed staff able to
high turnover and low pay are bya "skeptical" StateSuperin- acquireandimplementtheraw
perceived as occupations that tendentofInsuranceSalvatore data, such as how manybirths
attract an employee whose R. Curiale will be held on the to expect among their person-
veracityofbackgroundmaybe proposal by Blue CrossIBlue nel, that makes it feasible to
hard to verify," he adds. Shield requesting steeper rate negotiate package deals for
increases for 380,000 indi- medical services, This is be-
vidual policies and 120,000 yond the scope ofsmall compa-
employees ofsmall businesses meso
after labeling them bad risks. In 1988, Governor Michael
Although Americans enjoy Dukakis approved a bill call-
rights which are the envy of ing for universal health care
the world, ·Americanshaveno for all workers in Massachu-
right to health care," says an settS. Senator Ted Kennedy
-equallydiscordantcolleagueof introduced legislation in Con-
Crane's. grass calling for nationwide Harvard professor: John
insurance. Small bl-ISI-"·-n-ess-1-z-· s--IDunl:,.....,-'.h..o'-p"",CormerU.s. Secretary
of l ••, coiBedthe term -dis-opposed to any legislation
which would mue mandatory jointedincrementalism- to de-
health insurance for all their sc:ribe ,the American style of
employees. Direc:tor cL Fed-' addr8ssing. bq'e politieal.
eral Government Relations at sues. He msdDtains that Be-
the.National Federation ofIn- publicans, 'like Demoerata,
dependentBusinesses,JobnD~ have always nibbled around'
!\lQtleysays,"Hea1thinsurance the edges of a prOblem that
asmandatewouldnotonlyhurt causes politicaldiscomfortand
small businesses, but the em- has a high p~blic viS11xlity.
"ployeesofsmallbusinesses, the This provides thesameamuse-
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"'TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
Ofcourse, the BA II PLUS
has basic business functions
like time-value-of-money.
Plus, it offers cash flow anal~f
ysis f~r internal rate ofreturf
(IRR) and net present valu~'
(NPV). It even perfdrms";~f
bond calculations, depre-,I'
ciation and advanced'jg1
st~~~~heBA-35 is our;'
most affordable calculatol:
for time-value-of-monevCff
calculations. :\,y
lry the BA IT PLUS
~.Qr E.?A-35?t YQ.~r,
local TI' retailer
today. And start
working smarter,
instead of harder.?:.:;~~,\,
j"""\B~~1~:~~j~~~~~:\\A~\"""
...
anagement or
marketing major?
Smart.
Finance. or. accounting
student? Also smart.
To be even smarter,'you f
need a BA II PLUS™ or BA-J5
from Texas Instruments
now, before assignments
pile up. They're designed
especially for business
professionals, The kind
you're going to be.
©1991 Texas Instruments, Inc. IHOOO102 lIITradcmark of Texas Instruments, Inc.
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Plus a whole lot more.
No matter what your major, no
matter what the course, there's a
11 scientific or business calculator
that's right for you. Do the smart
thing: make 'one ofthem apart
.of your professional personality
now, and for the years to come.
You'llbean your way to work-
ing smarter: Instead of harder.
Try the entire line of11 scien-
.tific and business calculators at
your local11 retailer.
··~oo~~IN REBATE $500 1
when you buy the TI-68 or BAll PLUsn' I
HERE~ I
HOW: 1. Save your original cash register receipt.
, 2. Clip the proof-of-purchase UPC bar I
code from package.
3. Complete this mail-in rebate certificate. I
4. Send all three items to the address below. I
MAILro: BACK.:ro..scHOOL REBATE OFFER I
Texas Instruments Incorporated
"'''''-''.1 . P.O. Box 53• Lubbock, Texas 79408 I
I NAME <PLEASE PRINT) I
I WD~ I
I CITY STATE ZIP II TERMS ANDC'ONDmoNS:nusc&r va1ld fer purchaocs between811/91 and 10/3119L I
All clauns mUll:bet'Ctti.-edbv 11130191, A1low8-IOwmes for procaaing. Send thiacompiele:l
I form alonewtth the Of1IINIaah register receipc and the proofolpurc~becode to theaddresaabove. TIusoripNl maiJ.in=ti£catJo mUIraccompany,our requatand may not be I'du~ orftPl'OCluad.Noc:~inyour-. Ofkrvalid onI., • .-don thia/iann
andonly IR the U5.A. Offer void wheftprohibi~WlI!d.1ic:tMed.. or tatricud. Limit one
rebaoe per houRhoid or addr<sa. Texas lnstrum=u reK'nIa the riaht to diacontinue thia:.J
propam at any~ and without notice.
-------_......... _~-----,
Like the 11-68, an advanced scien-
tific that solves up to five simulta-
neous equations, performs complex
numbers and offers formula
programrmng.
., '" ~
1be 11-36X SOLAR, a general
purpose workhorse powered..br~"<·
ANYL~solarcells so you .
never needbatteries.
The BAIIPLU$?! For business
students, this is the one to get.
-=---- .. J!Jl~!1dl~_ time-value-of-monev and
offers cash flow-analysiSfor internal'
rate of return (lRR) and net present
value (NPV).
~' ,.. - '.~_c.'" _ .. ~ ••_, ~ ""t' , ._ .. ,~ -'••.•
@1991 Texas lnstrumcnts, Inc. IHCXX>I04
-~kofTexasInstruments, Inc.
e're working smarter,
too. So you don't have
to work harder.
For us, it means an ongoing rela-
tionship with educators and profes-
sors, striving to understand what's
(
needed to help them make math
concepts come alive.
It means continually working
with students like you, discovering
firsthand what you expect from the
calculator you select.
The result? Calculators that are
highly recommended by your
teachers and peers. Calculators
that are perfectly matched to your
major and your coursework.
The 11-81 is a perfect example.
Itoffers the most comprehensive,
easy-to-use graphing features
available with extensive pro-
.gramming capabilities.
And there are others.
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